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Growing trees in the
high country
(ii) Establishment
G :·Baker and N. Ledgard
The first part of this series, published in Review No. 39, discussed the tree species most suitable
for growing in exposed high country conditions. In this article Messrs Baker and Ledgard discuss
the establishment oftrees in the high country.

The general procedure used for establishing trees in the high country is little different
from that used in the lowlands. However, because of the harsh climate and the generally
infertile soils, it is essential that the correct ·
establishment procedures are carefully followed so that good survival is ensured. In this
article, the topic of tree establishment is discussed under five headings: condition of
planting stock, site preparation, planting,
spacing, and care after planting.

and the storage of lifted plants in cool store
conditions until the time of planting.
Root-wrenching, which is achieved by
undercutting plants growing in the nursery
. beds, encourages the development of a fibrous root system. A plant feeds through
its fine roots, and if these are not well developed then the chances of success in the
field are severely limited. Root-wrenching
also hardens the plant by preventing too
much lush top-growth, thus reducing the
rl10ot : root ratio.

Condition of planting stock
Tree survival in many early high country
plantings often failed to reach 30% but, in
recent years, survival figures rarely fail to
reach 90%. This increase in survival has been
due largely to an improvement in the quality
of planting stock. For successful planting in
the high country, trees should:

Cool storage oflifted tree stocks is vital in
the high country, where planting is not possible until September/October. By this time,
plants growing in lowland nurseries are often
no longer dormant, and are susceptible to
moisture stress and damage from late frosts.
To avoid this problem, plants at the Forest
Research Institute nursery at Rangiora are
lifted at the normal time in mid-winter and
are then packed in kraft paper bags and
placed in a cool store at 2°C until the site
in the high country is ready for planting. As
these trees are planted in a dormant state,
mortalities are considerably reduced.
Species such as Pinus mugo and A/nus
viridis have been cool stored successfully for
periods in excess of three months, but many
other species such as P. radiata and the eucalypts will not tolerate cool storage for more
than one month. If, under normal farming
_conditions, cool storage is not possible, and

(i) be fully dormant;
(ii) have a fibrous root system which is
never allowed to dry out;
_
(iii) for conifers have a shoot : root ratio
of not more than 3 : 1. For hardwoods
a greater proportion of mature stem
wood is desirable, provided that this
is balanced by a fibrous root system.
In order to achieve the requirements two
techniques may be employed in the preparation and handling of tree stocks. These
are regular root wrenching in the nursery,
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The green alder (left) and douglas fir (right) typify seedlings in ideal condition with abundant
fibrous roots and ·shoot: root ratio of less than 3 : 1. The mountain pine seedling (centre) lacj{s
sufficient fine roots to guarantee survival in the field.

·seedlings cannot be planted immediately
after lifting from the nursery, seedlings
should be laid in a well-worked trench with
roots in contact with moist soil or sawdust.
The trench should be situated in a position
where the exposure of the plants to sun and
wind may be kept to a minimum prior to
planting and where the dormant state will
be encouraged to persist.
Site preparation
(a) Fencing
Fencing is necessary for the protection of
planting sites because of the attractive source
of food and shelter these si tes provide for animals. Standard fencing is adequate to keep
domestic animals away from young trees,
4

and it is important not to compromise by
erecting substandard temporary fencing.
The fence line should be placed at a distance of at least 2.5m from the outermost row
of trees .
{b) Cultivation and weed control
Ground cultivation and herbicides prior
to planting should be standard farm practice.
Many high country sites may be too steep
for tractor access, but cultivation, especially
by deep ripping, should be carried out
wherev~r possible.
Ripping should be carried out in the
autumn, using a subsoiler. A series of parallel
lines should be ripped, approximately
1 metre apart, across the prevailing wind,
and the trees then planted between the

parallel rips. A single -rip is oflittle use, since
roots naturally follow the path ofleast resistance. Consequently, there is no encouragement oflateral root growth and the tree may
be less stable than if no ripping had been
done.

Weeds are Jess of a problem in the high
country than in the lowlands. However,
where weed competition is expected, especially from grasses, it is advisable to spray
spots I metre in diameter at each planting
site in the late summer/ autumn. If deep riping is carried out, the spray should be applied
in spots between the rips at least three weeks
before planting.
The herbicide used should give long term
(up to two years) weed control. Since desiccants such as paraquat give no more than a
few months control when used alone, it is
necessary to use sprays containing systemic
herbicides, such as glyphosphate (e.g.
"Roundup") or mixtures of simazine,
dalapon and amitrole (e.g. "SDA'').
Planting
The optimum planting time throughout
most of New Zealand is generally from May
to August. However, in the high country,
weather and ground conditions such as
froze'l soil mean that planting cannot be
attempted before September/ October. Provided that the stock to be planted is in good
condition, planting at this time should not
affect survival. Autumn planting is not recommended because of the danger of frost lift
to stock which has not become properly established before winter.

A well prepared douglas fir seedling and the
multi-walled paper bag in which it will be cool
stored. In this way, seedlings can be kept dormant until the time of planting.

Weather and ground conditions at the
time of planting are also important. The best
time for planting is when conditions are cool
and moist, with the prospects of rain in the
near future . Warm, windy days and dry soils
are to be avoided.
The most effective planting tool is the mattock or grubber, preferably of light weight
and with a sharp blade at least J5cm in
length. In free soils a spade may be used.
The quality of planting is critical. If time
permits, a large pit should be excavated and
the soil inverted so that the topsoil (minus
all shoot matter) is replaced around the feeding roots and the subsoil is at the surface.
However, if this is not practical, it is important to ensure that:
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1. The roots are directed downwards and
are not bent unnaturally.
2. The plant is inserted to a slightly greater
depth (5- lOcm) than in the nursery.
3. The soil is packed firmly around the
plant so that the roots are not surrounded by air pockets.
If herbicides have not been used prior to
planting, it is advisable to screen the immediate planting area by grubbing away the mat
of grass from a circle about 30cm in diameter
around each plant. This will provide some
measure of weed control for the critical early
months of growth.

Spacing
The spacing chosen will depend on the
species and on the purpose for which the
trees are being grown.
In shelterbelts, the rows of trees should be
planted at right angles to the path of the prevailing wind and the windward row of trees
should be placed not more than 2 metres
apart, whereas the leeward rows can be up
to 3 metres apart. The commonly accepted
distance between rows is 3 metres.
In plantations, pines and Douglas fir can
be planted 3 metres (between rows) by
2 metres (within rows), and eucalypts at
2.5 X 2.5 metres. In the case of planting for
posts or poles, these distances should be
shortened. As exposure in the high country
can be severe, it is recommended that plantations be sheltered by two or three rows of
unpruned trees, spaced 1.5- 2.0 metres apart.
Care after planting
(a) Fertilisers
Nitrogen and phosphorus fertilisers
should be used with caution since they promote weed competition as well as plant
growth. If they are required , fertilisers are
best employed from four weeks after planting until December. If applied any later, the
resulting soft new shoot growth could be
damaged by early frosts.
Granular diammonium phosphate is a
good general fertiliser , especially for euca6

lypts, and should be applied at a rate of
50g/ tree. In order to minimise surface weed
growth , the fertiliser should be placed in a
15cm deep spade slot approximately 20cm
to one side of the tree. After application, it
is advisable to tread the slot shut to prevent
nitrogen loss to the atmosphere.
(b) Weed control
The cheapest and most efficient means of
weed control is the use of herbicide sprays
prior to planting. Ifweeds do become a threat
after planting, the safest method of control
is by manual grubbing with a mattock. If
there is insufficient time and labour to be
spared for such an operation, then there is
little choice other than to spray with a herbicide. For pines, the most effective sprays are
those containing simazine and atrazine, or
hexazinone, as the active ingredients. These
will cause little harm if applied soon after
planting at the manufacturer's recommended rates. For other young trees, especially
broadleaves, release spraying can be a very
risky operation since it demands perfectly
still weather conditions and considerable
care in application.
(c) Animal control
In many areas, hares are the major threat
to young trees since, unlike sheep and cattle,
they cannot be controlled by fencing. The
normal means of control is shooting, but this
is frequently ineffective as it serves only to
scare animals from one area to another, making them more wary. Poisoning can be effective but may not be practicable.
A method of control proving to be increasingly effective is snaring. Set properly, snares
are unobtrusive, humane and require checking only once a week at the most. A pamphlet
describing the making and setting of.snares
is available from the Forst Research Institute .
(d) Inspections
Most mortality among young trees occurs
during the first few months after planting
and regular inspections should be made during this period . By this means, the effects of
weed competition or animal browsing can be

checked before the damage is too extensive.
After the first year, inspections should be
made after strong winds and snow. Because
one of the causes ofwindthrow in older trees
is malformation of the trunk, resulting from
partial toppling at an early age, any trees that
have been flattened must be straightened.
In shelterbelts, trees which have died during the first season should be replaced during
the following winter. Although the replacements will always be shorter than the original
trees, it is important to maintain shelterbelts

without gaps, as those gaps are not only unsightly but inefficient.
Useful references

NZ Forest Service. Establishing a woodlot.
NZFS Information Series 18.
Stockley, G. 1973. Trees, farms and the New
Zealand landscape. Northern Southland Farm Forestry Association. Dipton.
Stringer, D. J. 1977. A guide to the establishment of windbreaks. South Canterbury
Catchment Board Publication No. 16.
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Ice-free stock water
I. G. C. Kerr and W.R. Fleming
As a result of recent experimentation, it is
now possible for runholders to have a reliable source of stock water available on their
properties throughout the year. During the
summer, the water supply usually diminishes, accompanied by a decrease in quality
and an increase in biological activity, while
in winter, troughs and even water races and
small streams regularly freeze over. Many
runholders are installing reticulated water
systems in response to the increasing pressures of subdivision within runs and increasing demands for maximum efficiency of
water resource use.
The need for water supply systems as an
alternative to natural rivers and streams in
the upper Waitaki was precipitated by the
advent of a major hydro-electric power
scheme. Staff of the Ministry of Works and
Development project headquarters at
Twizel, with some assistance from the Minis-

try of Agricultur.e and Fisheries and Lincoln
College, investigated the development oficefree stock water systems.
The intial pilot trial was carried out at
Lake Pukaki to ascertain the depth to which
the ground was frozen, to establish the extent
of freezing of conventional troughs, and to
test various means for preventing ice formation. Results from this site showed that pipes
should be buried to a depth ofat least 600mm
to avoid freezing (Figure 1), that fog was a
major factor determining the daily thawing
of ice on troughs and that a turbulent water
system would successfully prevent ice formation.
In 1969, further exhaustive investigations
into possible ice-free systems were carried
out by the Ministry of Works and Development on an exposed terrace adjacent to the
Forks Stream near Lake Tekapo. This region, renowned for its rigorous climate, ex-

Figure 1. Ground temperatures recorded
during the pilot trial at Lake Pukaki.
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perienced only four days between mid June
and late August in 1973 which were considered frost-free. The maximum air temperature rarely exceeded 8°C and the
average frost was -4.3°C, the most severe
being - l l.4°C. During late August, westerly winds dispersed the shallow perma frost
and conditions became milder.
Eight techniques for ice-free systems were
tested at this site. These were:
1. Continuous circulatory flow through
the trough from a supply line.
2. Transfer of heat from a supply line to
the trough through a spiral within the
trough.
3. Transfer of heat to the trough from the
ground through a deep collector reservoir.
4. Transfer of heat to the trough from
the ground through a cased shaft.
5. Aeration of the trough at low temperature

.....___
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6. A high degree of trough insulation,
combined with a constant flow through
the trough from the supply line.
7. Heating of the trough with electrical
energy.
8. Utilisation of solar heat to melt ice in
the trough.
A round concrete trough, without any
modification, was used as a control and temperature information was recorded by an
electronic data recorder. The systems which
proved most successful were:
1. Electrical heating.
2. Continued circulatory flow .
3. Solar heating.
When placed in close proximity to an electrical mains supply, a concrete trough , fitted
with a l kW spiral element at the base and
controlled (by a sealed thermostat) to maintain minimum water termperature at 1°C,
will remain ice-free between June and August at an average cost of four units per day
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Cross section of brass j et

all dimensions are millimetres

Standard concrete trough

Figure 2. An ice-free stockwater trough incorporating a constant flow at low head to
prevent freezing.
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under conditions similar to those at the test
site . As installation and running costs for an
electrically heated troughs are invariably
higher than for other systems, there are likely
to be few sites where such a system is a practi~al possibility.
If a constant water flow of 2.5 litres per
minute per trough can be arranged (by
allowing water to run to waste or to re-enter
the system on a hydraulic gradient), a continued circulatory flow through a restriction
at water level will prevent troughs becoming
ice-bound under moderately severe winter
conditions. Details of the installation of such
a system in a standard round trough are
shown in Figure 2. A filter is necessary to
avoid blockages from silt or rust particles.
Solar heated troughs are suitable for fogfree (!Seas with abundant winter sunshine,
and should be orientated NNW and sited in
a sunny position sheltered from cold winds.

Solar collector
(3mm steel plate)

Heat developed in the collector initiates a rotary convection current to melt the surface
ice, so that ice formed at night may be reduced to a floating lump by mid-day and be
completely thawed by mid-afternoon. A diagram of a solar heated trough is shown in
Figure 3. A guard rail may be necessary to
prevent crowding by stock.
The continuous circulatory flow system is
generally the most practical and economic.
Installation is simple and requires a minimum of trough modification and maintenance. However, unless it is possible to
return the overflow water to the supply.line,
some means of disposal and a slightly larger
than normal supply line must be supplied to
cope with a water loss of2.5 litres per minute.
This small disadvantage is vastly outweighed
by the advantages of having a continuous
flow of fresh water available for stock during
both winter and summer.

r

600mm

1

Figure 3. A solar heated trough with a solar
collector to melt surface ice.
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Increasing the satisfaction
offarlll workers
G. T. Harris and F. P. J. Werder
This article presents aspects of the results of a mail survey carried out in July, 1979,
among members of the Farm Workers Association who were employ ed on hill and high
country sheep properties in non-managerial positions. The main survey results have been
published elsewhere (Harris 1980).

Farmers are often unaware of the aspirations
and feelings of their employees owing to the
close nature of working relationships and the
difficulty farm workers frequently experience in making complaints and requests. The
continuing movement of farm workers out
of the occupation suggests that worker dissatisfaction is more widespread than most
farmers suspect. Research in New Zealand
and elsewhere (e.g. Newby 1977) has shown
that submissive behaviour cannot be taken
to mean that farm workers are satisfied with
rural life.
It is important phat farmers should gain a
better understanding of their employee's
position, since a satisfied and stable work
force has greater productivity and the cost
of frequent job changes can be considerable,
both to farmers and to farm workers.
Surveys of this type tend to suffer from
various limitations, although these can be reduced by careful questionnaire design. The
response rate (74.8 per cent) was very high.
The greatest limitation in this case is that the
survey is one-sided - it gives only the farm
workers' viewpoint. In addition, it contributes little to any understanding of continuity
or change, as it deals only with those currently employed in farm work and is unable
to sample those who have left the occupation.
Presumably those sampled are more satisfied than those who have left.
Results
I. Characteristics of Respondents.
The average age of farm workers was 28.6
years. A little over half were married, with

an average of 2.5 children. One third had
some formal training in agriculture, and the
average length of time spent in the present
job was just under 2! years. Few owned a
house ( 11 %), a section ( 10%), or land (7 %).
Nearly a fifth of farm workers' wives worked
occasionally on the farm and only a few (4%)
were in full time employment off the farm,
contrasting sharply with the national figure
of37 per cent for females aged 15 years and
over who are in full time wage employment.
2. Remuneration.
Table I presents information on remuneration. The average net pay per week was
$99.03. Just under a third received bonus
payments of some kind, and IO per cent received overtime payments. However, 38 per
cent usually worked on weekends and three
quarters of the rest worked at weekends during peak periods.
Free accommodation was supplied for 95
per cent of farm workers, and well over half
received meat, firewood and dog food . Most
received phone rental and electricity. About
a third had milk provided and some form of
grazing rights. For some farm workers these
perks were completely free, while for others
they were provided by the farmer at a concessionary rate. On average, these perks were
worth about $2,200.
When the value of wages and (untaxed)
perks were adjusted and compared with incomes for other occupations, farm workers
appeared to receive a somewhat higher gross
income. However they work longer hours,
incur higher costs (consumer goods and
travel), their wives have fewer opportunities
11

Table 1: Remuneration and other monetary rewards
Net Pay•
Bonus payments
Overtime paymentsh
Superannuation contribution by employer

median (per week)
percent receiving
per cent receiving
per cent receiving

$99 .03
32.5
10.3
13.7

•Net pay defined as "the weekly wage, less deductions for tax, rent, superannuation, etc.".
bJncludes pay for work on weekends.
for work, and their ability to own a home is
restricted.
Farm workers view perks as compensation
for unfavourable social and economic conditions, rather than a form of remuneration,'
particularly since they cannot be converted
into cash and allocated accordingly.
3. Opinions, intentions and goals.
Farm workers were generally satisfied
with their current jobs, with over 51 per cent
indicating that they liked their present job
very much , and 34 per cent expressing average satisfaction. Only 3 per cent were dissatisfied with their jobs, but this may reflect the
fact that some respondents narrowly interpreted this question to apply only to the
work aspects of the present jobs, although
other aspects, especially housing, are major
factors in determining overall satisfaction.
This may give too favourable a view of sa tisfaction amongst farm workers.
Respondents were asked if they had any
definite intention to leave their present job;
o ne third sta ted that they had definite plans
to do so, and of this number, two third s
wanted either another farm work post or a

farm managerial position. About l 0 per cent
intended to leave the industry altogether.
Table 2 presents data on what farm
workers felt was their main goal in life. The
most common goal, (chosen by 41 per cent
of respondents) was farm ownership*. Many
respondents were unable to provide a single
answer (as evidenced by 14.5 per cent who
indicated ownership of a home or farm as
equal with educating their children to a satisfactory level) .
Respondents were then asked whether
their present job was helping them to achieve
their goals. Over 40 per cent answered in the
affirmative, a similar percentage answered
that this was partly the case, and a little under
10 per cent answered in the negative.

4. Factors which would increase sa tisfaction
Table 3 presents responses to question
concerning factors which may increase job
sa tisfaction. Higher wages stand out as the
*The minimum monetary requirement to enter farming
(via share milking) has been recently estimated at
$22,000. Cash required to secu re a standard Rural Bank
loan for a sheep property is about $110,000.

Table 2: Main goal in life
No. of
Percentage
R espon d en ts
Own a farm
Own a home. and / or a farm and educate children
Others
Become a farm manager
Own home for security
Educate children to a sa tisfac tory level
Retire on a pension
Own a hom e a nd a farm
ot a nswe red
12

48
17
15

41.0
14.5
12.8
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11. I

12

10.3

5
2
2

4.3

3

1.7
1.7
2.6

single most important factor, being mentioned by 47 per cent ofrespondents. A clear
second was greater opportunity for home
ownership (31 per cent). Other significant
factors included those common to the industry as a whole (e.g. more regular working
hours, more opportunity for promotion,
more job security), economic factors (e.g.

better employment opportunities for wives
and / or families) and non-economic factors
related to a particular job (e.g. better access
to social facilities, more acceptance by
farmers and their families). The third
column of Table 3 shows the relative importance of each factor.

Table 3: Factors which would increase satisfaction in farm workinga

House in town
Better quality housing
Higher wages
Greater opportunity for home ownership
More interesting work
More regular working hours
Better access to schools
Better transport
Less isolation
Better access to social facilities
More acceptance by farmers and their families
Better employment opportunities for wife and/ or
children
Superannuation scheme
More job security
Better relationship with employer
More opportunity for promotion
Wife happier
Other

No. of
Respondents

Percentage

3
21
55
36
9
15
12
8
18
24
11

2.6
17.9
47.0
30.8
7.7
12.8
10.3
6.8
15.4
20.5
9.4

22
14
17

18 .8
12.0
14.5
5.1
17.9
3.4
2.6

6
21
4

3

Ranking of
responses

16=
5=
I
2
12

8
10
13

6
3
11
4

9
7
14
5=
15
16=

"Multiple responses possible.
5. Influences on choice of factors which
would increase satisfaction.
The selection of these factors was found
to be strongly influenced by the age and
marital circumstances of respondents. The
selection of certain factors, such as greater
opportunity for home ownership, better employment opportunities for wives and / or
children, job security, superannuation, access to schools, isolation and housing quality
was characteristically made by older married
workers, whereas younger single workers
were more likely to select higher wages, opportunities for promotion, more regular
working hours and more acceptance.

When questioned on their main goal in
life, older married workers were more concerned about owning their own home (for the
view of a farm worker's wife on this matter,
see Ellis 1977) and educating their children
to a satisfactory level, whereas unmarried
workers aspired to farm ownership. This is
shown in Table 4.

Some suggestions
There are various means by which farm
worker satisfaction may be increased. The
two most effective agencies to initiate a
change in the farm workers lot are farmers
as individuals and farmer organisations.
13

Table 4: Main goal in life related to age
Main Goal
Own home for security
Educate children to a sa tisfactory level
Become a farm manager
Own a farm
Retire on a pension
Own home/ farm and ed ucate children
Other
Total
Factors over which farmers have considerable control 1. It is recommended that where feasible
farmers allow their employees to live
away from the farm premises. Although
this will necessitate an increase in
wages, (since free accommodation and
related perks will no longer be provided,
and will involve travelling time and expense) such a move would allow
workers to buy houses in nearby towns
and would remove the burden of house
maintenance and replacement costs
from the farmer. Alternatively. farmers
could purchase houses in nearby towns
for their farm workers. with the aid of
Rural Ba nk loans (up to $25,000).
2. Farmers cou ld explore ways of increasing remuneration to worker , such as
providing stock grazing rights.
3. The results of this research suggest that
alth ough low wages are not the primary
reason for farm workers le avi ng th e
industry. higher wages could compensa te for other problems: for example increase the chances of home ownership
a nd promote better relationships with
employers.
4. Farmers may encourage their employees to apply for Rural Bank Settlement Loans in order to purchase
uneconomic properties the income from
which. in conjunction with the farm
worker's ordinary earnings. will meet
loan charges and provide a reasonable
standard o f living.
14

Age
Under 30 30 years
&over
years
5

7

0

5
5

Total

7

2
15
12

12
5
13
48
2
19
19

66

52

118

8
42
0
4

6

Factors over which farmer organisations
may have some influence 1. Given the importance of home ownershi p as a goal for older farm workers,
the rules governing Housing Corporation loans to people required to live in
employer-provided housing could be
modified. At present, there is a lower
age limit of 40 years for such loans.
2. To broaden opportunities for promotion, it may be possible for representatives
of
Federated
Farmers,
Agricultural Training Council and th e
Farm Worker Association to institute
a .grading system for farm workers,
based on training and experience.
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Glaciers and tourism. in
Westland National Park
G.D. Mcsweeney
Volcanic activity and glaciation have shaped
the landscape of New Zealand . Much of the
North Island was created by volcanic activity
while glaciers have carved into the rugged
fold mountain s of the South Island . The ten
National Parks in New Zealand are largely
centered around these two types of scenery.
Today National Parks occupy 2,135,477
hectares or eight per cent of the total area
of the country. While the Park system was
evolving, the tourist industry underwent
rapid growth and development. It capitalised on the glaciers and volcanoes and sold
New Zealand as the scenic gem of the South
Pacific.
Links between the Parks and the tourist
indu stry have always been close. Scenic
splendour has been a feature of the National
Parks and is an important selling point for
tourism. Now the value of the National Park
system is being questioned . Have Parks
catered for an active elite? Has strict preservation been over-emphasised at the expense
ofhuman use and enjoyment? While agriculture and forestry can put monetary return on
their activities, it is difficult to measure the
value of wilderness, recreation, scenery, and
rare species preservation. Tourism earned
nearly NZ$260 million in foreign exchange
last year and is likely to continue such high
earnings.
New Zealand National Parks, selected primarily for scenic features, are dominated by
mountainous areas 8 • Lowland forests,
wetlands, and estuaries are poorly represented although they are the richest terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems in the country.
In 1974, the National Parks Authority (NPA)
revised its criteria for Park selection recognising the scientific principles of nature con-

servation highlighted by the theory of island
biogeography. 4 These criteria follow the
guidelines set down by the Commission on ·
Nationa l Parks a nd Protected Areas of the
International Union for Conservation of
Nature.3
Since lowland areas have been proposed
for preservation, however, conflicts with forestry and agriculture have become appa rent.
Competition for these last natural lowland
areas is intense. After decades of general acceptance throughout the country, Parks are
now being asked to justify their proposals for
extension in area, not only for the natural
values they seek to preserve but also for their
value to society.
Tourism and National Parks
Park managers have traditionally regarded the tourism industry as a threat.
National Park status precludes logging and
agriculture but not tourism, and tourist
facilities have been developing in many of
the Parks. New Zealand must have foreign
exchange and the Parks Service is now rapidly recognising the political realities of
nature conservation. The possibilities oflimited damage to natural values through controlled tourism are insignificant against the
certainties of their destruction with forestry
and agriculture. The Parks Service and the
tourist industry are making cautious steps
towards the symbiotic relationship discussed
by Budowski . 1 Change and co-operation between National Parks and the tourist industry is most evident in the glacial landscape
ofSouth Westland.
Glaciers, mountains and cultural traditions
In eleven kilometres, the Franz Josef and
Fox Glaciers plunge from 3,000 metres
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amidst New Zealand's highest peak to 200
metres and a landscape clothed in luxuriant
rainforest. Fourteen thousand years ago
these glaciers swept out to the Tasman Sea
across a narrow coastal plain. It is an exciting
and
spectacular
landscape
where
unmodified natural communities in the high
alpine, montane, lowland, wetland and
coastal zones all occur within 30 kilometres.
This landscape, with its storms, rugged
mountains, dangerous rivers, and dense forests hindered settlement, but fostered a
characteristic human community where
friendship, hospitality, and independent self
reliance combine to give South Westland
people an intense regional pride. These cultural traditions and the natural features of
the region are interesting to visitors. The
challenge to the National Park system, and
the tourist industry, has been to recognise
and protect them both.

Park establishment and tourist traditions
Westland National Park was established
in 1960 to mark the centenary of European
settlement in the region. The 88,605 ha Park
centered around the Franz Josef and Fox
Glaciers. This was land with "no forest of
commercial value and unfit for settlement" 6
and had been protected for 20 years as a
Scenic Reserve. It also inherited tracks and
traditions dating back over 60 years.
Few Maoris had come this far south and
the earliest European settlers were goldminers seeking alluvial gold along the coastline in the 1860s. As the gold disappeared
these miners left or took up other jobs. Some
started clearing the dense southern conifer
(Podocarpus) forests from the river valleys
and began cattle farming while others saw
prnspects in tourism based around the glaciers.
At first this involved provision of accommodation in family hotels and later, guided
glacier excursions based from Franz Josef
and Fox townships. Many thought the establishment of the Park in 1960 would provide
a boost to tourism but this did not really
occur until 1967, when the opening of the
Haast highway ended the region's isolation
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and enabled visitors to do a trip around the
South Island by way of the glaciers.

Park development
Initial Park work concentrated on clearing, upgrading and signposting tracks and
bridges close to the two glacier townships. In
the wet climate of the region an urgent need
became apparent for Park Visitor Centres at
both Fox and Franz Josef and these were finally completed at Fox Glacier in 1966, and
at Franz Josef in 1971.
Free and unrestricted right of entry for
visitors is a basic principle of the N .z.
National Park system.
Visitor patterns have changed since the
early days. Numbers have increased dramatically, but the average visit is for only 24
hours. Accommodation, restaurant, and
other visitor services have developed in the
two townships outside the Park boundaries,
while the National Park's primary role is to
safeguard the resource which visitors come
to see. In addition, it maintains and develops
short walking tracks and other facilities, providing information about these and the region, both on the tracks with self
interpretative walks, in booklets, and at the
visitor centres. Interpretation has become
the major growth area in services offered by
the Park. Nightly lectures, at both centres in
the summer season, attract hundreds of visitors. Guided natural history walks are particularly popular. In response to a growing
demand for these services, Westland
National Park recently appointed the first
full-time Park Naturalist in New Zealand,
responsible for co-ordinating both visitor
services and scientific research. The Park has
also developed tracks and huts in more remote areas for trampers and mountaineers.
Private tourist companies, within a controlled concession system, provide extra services required by visitors.
Glacier recession and park boundary reassessment
Since 1900 the Franz Josef and Fox Glaciers have retreated dramatically. The glacier terminals have lost much of their earlier

A guided nature walk to the terminal face of Franz Josef Glacier.

scenic grandeur, and access to them has become difficult.
The glaciers are publicised as the major
tourist attraction of the region , and the tourist industry has responded to glacial recession by encouraging alternative access by
helicopters and skiplanes. These flights are
expensive however and most people still
walk to the glacier faces. Despite careful routeing of tracks and monitoring of rockfalls,
accidents do occur occasionally. One strategy to focus visitor attention away from these

old and dangerous glacier valleys has been
to emphasise the attraction of lowland
country west of the present Park boundaries.
This is ideal country for recreational and
educational use by the 300,000 visitors to the
Park each year. By giving greater emphasis
to the ancient glacial landform, rich vegetation and wildlife of these lowland areas
through illustrated evening talks and guided
walks, the Park can encourage visitors into
areas more suited to their abilities.
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From the Tasman Sea to New Zealand's highest peaks and the finger of the Fox Glacier. A
decision to add the South Waikukupa Forest (foreground) to Westland National Park was recently announced by the Minister of Lands, Mr V. Young.
·
The lowland landscapes between the present Park and the sea were created when the
Franz Josef and Fox Glaciers swept out to
the sea and dumped huge moraines across
the coastal plain. Perched amongst these
moraines are kettle lakes and lagoons
formed by ~he melting of blocks of ice.
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Any Park centered around glaciers should
attempt to preserve the whole glacial landform sequence and not just the ice itself. The
glacial landforms are clothed in dense
podocarp (Podocarpus and Dacry dium
species) forests containing huge trees up to
1,000 years old . Most of these forests have

never been modified by man. New Zealand
has been isolated from other continents for
millions of years and the forests are very
primitive, closely resembling the forests of
the ancient southern continent, Gondwanaland, 70 million years ago.5 In 1840, 60
per cent of New Zealand was forest covered.
European settlement deforested vast areas of
lowland forest below 600 m for agriculture.
Today a mere 22 per cent of New Zealand
is forested . Lowland forest, with the richest
plant association in the codntry, is a home
for most New Zealand land birds, particularly during winter when they seek refuge
from cold mountain forests. In New Zealand,
birdlife conservation is very important.
Apart from many insects, a few frogs, lizards,
native fish , and two small bats, the 65 species
of land and freshwater birds are the most
prominent New Zealand native wildlife.
Many of these species have become rare or
extinct through forest clearance. Eleven per
cent of the birds registered by IUCN as rare
or endangered throughout the world are
New Zealand birds. Habitat protection is
vital ifthe remaining birds are to survive.

The best opportunity to preserve lowland
forest habitat in New Zealand is in South

Westland, adjacent to Westland National
Park. 2 Seaward extension proposals have
been championed by the Westland National
Park Board, the conservation movement,
and the New Zealand National Parks Authority*. Major opposition to extension proposals has come from the traditional native
timber milling industry. Most logging is
taking place in South Westland. The industry has no long-term future as it moves south
through South Westland logging out
Podocarp forests on a one-cut basis. Attempts to achieve sustained yield through
selective logging techniques have failed to
date.7
Tourism is in the unique position to be
able to provide both employment and, cooperating with the Park, ensure the preservation of natural features and wildlife which
attract people to the region.
"Final" decisions were made on Westland
National Park extensions in April 1979 by
•on September 24 1981 the New Zealand Government
announced its intention to add South Okarito and
Waikukupa State Forests to Westland National Park.
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the New Zealand Government, following
supposed careful investigations. Half the
proposed extensions were zoned for logging
at South Okarito, and half were zoned for
National Park at Waikukupa. A month later
a rare subspecies of brown kiwi, (Apteryx
haastii), the country's most ancient bird
genus and its national symbol, was discovered to be widespread in South Okarito. The
birds seem likely to disappear iflogging takes
place. This discovery highlights how little is
still known about these important lowland
rain forest ecosystems.
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Highland agriculture in Peru

(I) A New Zealand development project
E. J. Stevens
For the past five years, the Foreign Aid Division of the New Zealand Ministry ofForeign
Affairs has maintained an agricultural development project in the southern highlands
(Puno altiplano region) of Peru. Lying at a
latitude of 16 degrees south and an altitude
3,400--4,800 m above sea level, this region
contains approximately four million hectares of unimproved native grasslands and
less than one million hectares of cultivated
land .
The local economy, supporting some three
million people, is agriculturally based and
poorly developed , the majority of the popu-

lation involved i"n agricultural production
living at little better than subsistence levels.
Population has doubled during the last 30
years and many people have, through
necessity, been forced to migrate from the
region. Agricultural production systems are
multi-tiered, consisting of a number of large
government backed associations formed
since
1965
by agricultural reform
(60,000-90,000 hectares), several privately
owned
medium
sized
properties
(1 ,500-3,000 hectares) and numerous small
private land owners and peasant communities.
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Native grasslands are overgrazed, poorly
managed and lack a vigorous legume component. Cultivated land is either cropped
continuously or farmed under a shifting system of agriculture, where the land is cropped
for three to four successive seasons then left
fallow for between seven to ten years. The
local population relies on the natural regeneration of native pastures on fallow ground
to provide grazing for their animals. Chemical fertilisers are rarely used. and dried animal waste is used as fuel for cooking, sold
as fuel or saved as fertiliser for the production of potatoes, a staple item of diet.
Crop residue i · used as fuel or saved to feed
animals durin g the dry season.
Climatically. the regi on is characterised by
a monsoon rainfall pattern of three to five
rain month s followed by seve n to nine
months of drought. Although annual tot a l
rainfall usua lly exceeds 700mm. the onset,
duration and distribution of rai nfall durin g
the wet seaso n are irregul ar. a nd evapotran spirati on rates are excessively high. The
ag ricultura l productio n potential of the la nd
is closely rel a ted to a regional interplay betwee n effective rainfall as determined by
a ltitude. la nd form . o il type. cloud cover,
and the modifying effects of two major lake
sys tems (Lake Titicaca a nd Lake Ara pa). Irriga ti on systems are generally isolated,
poorly developed. mi sma naged and inefficient. contributing little to the tota l agricultural production of the region .
Agricultural devel op ment projects initiated by New Zealand involve more th a n
o ne th ousa nd individual farms. A number of
demonstration areas and two thousa nd hectares of improved pastures have been established. toge ther with a nnual sow ings of 800
hecta res of forage turnips.
Pri or to the development of the New Zealand agricultural aid project.only isolated attempts were made to improve ag ricultural
production by introdu cing improved legumes varietie directly int o native pa stures.
establishing cultivated pastures and sow ing
forage root crop . Although abo ut 2.000 hecta res of loca l varieties of oa ts had been sown
pre~iously. usin g shiftin g system s ofagr icul-
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ture, and utilised to augment the production
of forage from native pastures, the introducti on of New Zealand pasture and forage
species, combined with New Zealand concepts of pasture and animal improvement
and management have promoted a widespread increase in local agricultural productivity.
Crop and pasture research
Survey results have shown that considerable long term gains could result from research work encouraged by New Zealand ,
since approximately 400,000 hectares, or JO
percent of the region 's native pasture, have
a gradient suitable for mechanical cultivation. However, soils on half of this area are
acidic (pH 4.5- 5.5) which limits pasture development possibilities. A further 270,000
hectares, or 20 percent of the region 's native
grasslands, although suitable for pasture development, are too steep for mechanical cultivation.
Strategically placed demonstration resea rch areas have been developed for the
screening and evaluation of a wide variety
of introduced pasture and forage crop
spec ies. Promising varieties have been used
to assist with the formulation of improved
sys tems of livestock and pasture ma nagement, pasture establishment, utilization and
the conservation of forage.
Landform and soils
The overall landform and associated sequence of soil development of thi s altiplano
(high plain) have been dominated by geological movement. especially uplifting, foldin g and subsequent infilling which occurred
during the Cenozic era (B.P.50 million
years). Currently active erosion is not widely
evident. in spite of the high proportion of
steep slopes. Seventy per cent of the region
consists of slopes in excess of 15 per cent.
which are not suitable for mechanical agricultural development.
The development of soi ls with a gradient
of less than I 5 percent has occurred mainly

in wide valleys or preweathered lacustrine
soil parent material of quaternary origin
(B.P.one million years).
Primary river systems are characterised by
low gradients, are slow flowing and meandering, and are prone to flood during the
rainy season, differences between low and
high flow often exceeding three to four
metres. A four-tiered terrace system exists in
association with major drainage systems,
each supporting soils of differing agricultural potential. Although subject to flooding,
the recently formed river flats and associated
delta systems are fertile, with soil pH ranging
from pH 6.0-8.0, making these areas suitable
for the establishment of improved pastures
and forage crops. Soils formed on older river
terraces and ridge crest areas, while free from
flooding, are heavily leached, and with a soil
pH of less than 5.4 are relatively infertile.
Soils most suitable for low risk economic
agricultural develo_pment using pasture legumes are generally limited to fertile, neutral
soils which have developed on mid slope and
foot slope areas. Unfortunately, these areas
are often too steep for development using
wheel tractors.

The maJonty of soils in this region are
weakly structured, characterised by low
levels of organic material, available nitrogen
and available phosphate, and by poor water
retention properties. During the wet season,
surface runoff is excessive on sloping soils
. and water-logging is common on flat land.

Pasture development
All types of agricultural machinery and
spare parts, including tractors, ploughs, harrows drills and rollers are in short supply.
During the eight to ten week sowing season ,
which coincides with the beginning of the
wet season, roads are so poorly maintained
that it is almost impossible to transport machinery between properties.

Following a two to three year establishment period, New Zealand Wairau luceme
drilled into cultivated ground in association
with N.Z. Apanui cocksfoot has produced
7,000-10,000 kg/ ha of dry matter annually
during the five- six month growing season .
With sound management and under favourable and climatic conditions, this production

Overdrilled clover.
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level was doubled. Similar production data
have been recorded from well managed pasture associations of New Zealand Ruanui
ryegrass, Apanui cocksfoot, Huia white clover and Montgomery red clover established
under cultivation and on irrigated, humid ,
foot slope areas.
The successful introduction of New Zealand Wairau lucerne, Huia white clover,
Montgomery red clover, Fescue S 170,
Ruanui ryegrass and Apanui cocksfoot seed
into unimproved native pastures has been
achieved by mechanical direct drilling and
hand sowing. These low cost development
techniques have shown rapid results, often
increasing the annual production of utilizable dry matter from 600 kg/ ha to more than
6,000 kg/ ha during the subsequent season of
growth. Following a two or three year period
of establishment, these pastures were producing 8,000-15 ,000 kg of utilizable dry
matter per hectare annually.
Techniques developed by New Zealand
for hand seeding lucerne into unprepared
fallow ground or native pastures have provided a new dimension to pasture development within the region . Hand sowing
techniques have proved particularly suitable
for sowing extensive areas of hill country too
steep for wheeled machinery, and beneficial .
to small land owners who were previously
penalised by the lack of machinery. A high
level of observer participation is always
achieved at field days, demonstrating sowing
techniques and extra demonstration areas of
lucerne have been established. Participants
at field days normally returned home with
samples of inoculated seed (given by New
Zealand) to sow on their own land the next
day.
New Zealand lucerne grazing management principles based on the advancement
of flowering cannot be applied , because at
the local latitude of 16 degrees south, total
daylight hours are insufficient to initiate
flowering. Grazing rotations of between four
and eight weeks duration have been found
to sustain maximum lucerne production and
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to maintain a desirable 60-40 balance oflucerne and cocksfoot, the latter being the predominantly used grass component. The use
of a grass component is essential for controlling bloat .among animals grazing lucerne, as
chemical control has proved to be too expensive and impractical. Lucerne sown directly into dense native pastures, or drilled
into cultivated ground with companion
grasses (either N.Z. Apanui cocksfoot or
S 170 tall fescue ), has appeared to be more
tolerant ofinterspecific competition for light
than would be expected in similar situations
in New Zealand, possibly due to the high
intensity of incoming radiation.
Phosphate deficiencies have been isolated
on a wide variety of soils and have been
shown to be the only factor limiting both pasture establishment and the production of forage. Relatively low rates of phosphate
(between 20 and 30 kilograms P per hectare
applied annually) have generally doubled
legume production. The drilling of small
amounts of finely ground agricultural lime
with inoculated legume seed and the sowing
oflime pelleted seed have facilitated successful pasture establishment and production on
shallow acid top soils which have been deposited over neutral subsoil. However, where
the pH of the subsoil is also low, sustained
production could only be achieved through
the application of uneconomically high rates
oflime.

Dry season forage crops
Without irrigation, the local growing
season is limited to between four and six
months, resulting in severe forage shortages
for at least six months of each year. Although
a limited number of larger properties were
making oat silage, this has done little to alleviate the problem of forage deficiency.
New Zealand varieties of forage and ryecorn
have shown equal productivity or outyielded
local varieties and have shown improved
frost resistance. Of the cereal varieties tested,
New Zealand oat varieties SAIA and Black
Supreme and Rahu ryecorn are best suited
to local conditions.

New Zealand varieties of turnips have
produced between 8,000 and I0,000 kg/ ha
of dry matter annually during the short
growing season, and are suitable for grazing
during the dry season. For this area, where
ground frosts of up to28°C are common during the months of May, June and July, New
Zealand Green Globe turnips proved to be
more tolerant of frost than were York Globe
or Mako. With early sowing, which depends
on either irrigation or an early start to the
rainy season, early maturing New Zealand
swede varieties, especially Doon Major, have
equalled the yields of turnips and are more
frost resistant. The short growing season is
unsuitable for the cultivation of kale, rape
or fodder beet. Climatic conditions are generally ideal for the conservation of standing
hay or the cutting of hay or forage oats at
the beginning of the dry season, to be used
for break feeding later in the year.
Demonstration farmlets
Although the research activities carried
out by the New Zealand team have demonstrated the magnitude of development potential for the Puno altiplano region, its
realisation has been severely limited by sociological, financial and political restraints.
The assistance given by New Zealand team
members to development of demonstration
farmlets has helped to solve many of these
problems.
As well as providing an invaluable medium of extension, demonstration farmlets
have proved essential for developing and
testing management policies to enhance the
rapid dissemination and integration of research results into local systems of agricultural production. In the selection localities
for developing demonstration farmlets, particular consideration was given to the local
level of agricultural production efficiency
and associated technological changes implied by New Zealand's concepts of agricultural development.
·A highly successful demonstration dairy
farmlet has been developed in association
with an agricultural school for local subsistence farmers, supervised by a group of

French Catholic priests. This school was organised as a self-supporting model dairy
farm, with an emphasis on the teaching of
skills associated with cheese production and
on improvement of the quality oflocal dairy
stock. Cheese and quality dairy animals are
produced for sale and short term courses in
agriculture are offered to local subsistence
farmers. Surplus dairy breeding animals are
often sold for a nominal price or loaned to
local farming communities to upgrade their
dairy herds.
The New Zealand contribution to this
undertaking has included the production of
technical publications distributed by the
school, the provision of practical demonstrations for students, the donation of pasture and forage seed, legume inoculant and
electric fences, and assistance with community development projects initiated by
students who have completed educational
courses.
As a result of New Zealand involvement
with this dairy project, average individual
milk production has risen from one litre (the
local average) to ten litres per day and the
production season extended by eight
months. During 1979, the top cow produced
an average of 20 litres per day. During the
later stages of development, two adult animals were being grazed per hectare of developed pasture throughout the five month
growing season. Prior to New Zealand's involvement, the school depended heavily on
capital intensive systems for producing oat
silage to be used for milk production and for
supporting cows during the six-eight month
dry season. Following the development of
improved pastures and the introduction of
root crops and forage cereals, silage reserves
can now be saved as an insurance against
unseasonal droughts or used during the dry
season to augment turnip and swede crops,
green feed oats and lucerne saved as standing hay.
A second successful venture has been the
establishment of a sheep fattening farmlet to
demonstrate the economic and practical
feasibility of fattening adult store sheep on
lucerne cocksfoot pasture associations.
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Stocking rates and grazing management are
based on seasonal pasture production data
collected during the previous season. A demonstration stand of New Zealand Wairau lucerne (sown with N .Z. Apanui cocksfoot and
situated at 3,800 metres above sea level) was
drilled into cultivated ground during 1974,
producing a total of 18,000 kg/ ha of dry
matter during the six months growing season
of 1977- 78.
Two separate one hectare blocks have
been permanently fenced into twelve paddocks, a small sod hut constructed and a local
shepherd appointed to live on the site with
his wife and child. Animals must be
shepherded at all times, even when fences
are used, to guard against theft.
Ninety store corriedale-merino cross animals intended for sale were selected and
identified from a flock grazing native pastures for experimental purposes. Thirty of
these animals remained on native pastures
as a control, being penned at night and
shepherded during the day in the traditional
fashion, allowing eight to ten hours of grazing. A further thirty grazed lucerne for ten
hours each day, as was the local practice, and
were penned at night for protection. The remaining thirty animals grazed lucerne for
twenty four hours each day in an attempt to
maximise weight gains. All were drenched
with a proprietary anthelmintic at the beginning of the trial and weighed each week. The
trial was terminated after sixty days, when
fattened animals and a sample from the control flock were slaughtered and graded at a
local abattoir.
No significant differences have been observed between recorded weight gains of animals grazing alfalfa, irrespective of grazing
management. On average, these animals
gained 10 kg of live weight per head during
the 80 day trial period, while the control flock
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grazing native pastures either maintained or
lost body weight. The average weight gain
of animals grazing alfalfa was significantly
greater during the first 30 days of the trial
period, due to the potential of these store animals to realise compensatory growth.
By selling animals after a 30 day fattening
period, and thus capitalising on compensatory growth rates, it has been estimated that,
throughout the growing season, at least 150
animals could be fattened per hectare. At the
current market price for mutton, this represents an increase in profitability for native
pastures of 400 dollars per hectare, which is
more than sufficient to cover the establishment costs of the farmlet. Experience
suggests that with good management, lucerne stands should last for six to ten years.
The greatest problem encountered with
lucerne is the high rate of animal deaths due
to bloat. Chemical prevention and control of
bloat is expensive, and cannot be justified
economically unless pastures are managed
efficiently. The use of pasture mixtures containing 40 per cent cocksfoot and 60 per cent
lucerne has eased the situation somewhat, especially when grazing management has been
modified to give animals a free choice of
cocksfoot during the initial period of grazing
patterns, or when silage has been fed prior
to lucerne grazing.
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Cattle Flat Station and the
Matukituki
- a brief history
J. C. Aspinall
This is an edited version of an address to the high country field day at Cattle Flat
in January 1981 .
The early history before the arrival of white
people is very obscure. However, there is no
doubt that there were small Maori Camps
a t Wanaka, Colhouns and at the mouth of
the Matukituki. These Maoris would have
visited the valley hunting birds and eels.
There is a vague legend of a Maori battle
near Hospital Flat where a Maori chief was
slain. This could have been the origin of the
name Mota-tapu river: " Mota" meaning an
island or patch of bush, "tapu" meaning
sacred. One version of the Maori interpretation of Matukituki is the leaping dashing
strea m. To see the full extent of this, they
must h ave explored further up the valley.
The few written record s we have of early
"white" exploration of the valley, (Jollie and
Young in 1859, Goldie and McKerrow
1861 - 63 , Sir James Hector in 1862-63) indicate that this country was very heavily vegetated and that bird populations were
numerous. Goldie and McKerrow described
having to crawl on hands and knees under
matagouri on the flats, and over bracken and
lawyer on the hills. It was not until they
reached the tussocks that they could stand
and walk upright. W. Sullivan, the Otago
Witness correspondent who travelled with
Sir James Hector in 1863, describes the impenetrable swamps and the toi toi, flax,
speargrass, and cabbage trees that grew from
the river banks to the foot of the hills. He
also describes the abundance of ducks on the
river flats and the many birds, (weka, kakas,
native crows, bellbirds, tomtits and bush
robins) around their camp at Round Hill.

By 1865 most of this vegetation, and no
doubt a lot of the bird life as well, had been
burnt. The few photographs available taken
by Dr Hocken show nearly all the hills on
Cattle Flat and West Wanaka, apart from
the few remnants of bush that still remain,
to be bare and burnt-over in preparation for
sheep and cattle grazing.
The first runholders to come this way was
Roy, who took over Wanaka Roys Bay area
in 1859. James Stuart and John Kinross, who
obtained a lease signed by W. H. Cotton of
Lands Department, and dated May 16 1861 ,
took over Glendhu , Cattle Flat and West
Wanaka. H. S. Thomson managed West
Wanaka and J. C. P. Thomson managed Cattle Flat. In 1870 H. S. Thomson acquired the
lease of West Wanaka but in 1882 he had
to abandon it as the rabbits had eaten the
place out and he could not pay the rent.

It is hard to follow the owners and managers of runs from the early records as there
was not the security of tenure we have today.
Leases were put up for auction by the Lands
Department for a period of7 or 14 years and
sold to the highest bidder. If a runholder
couldn't pay his rent through losses caused
by bad winters, (and there were some bad
ones last century) the lease was put up for
auction again. Absentee owners, even as far
away as Wellington, were in the business. As
a result owners became managers and managers, owners and some just disappeared off
the records.
Stuart and Kinross must have had good
managers on Cattle Flat as it was not until
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· 1884 that they sold to James Kegg, Chas.
McAndrew Howison and Lancelot Douglas
Nicol. They in turn transferred to J. A. P.
Maben and J. A. C. Mitchell in June 1895
in the middle of the severe winter snows that
caused heavy sheep losses which put Euan
Cameron off Glenn Finnan who had been
there since 1879.
In 1901 Glendhu came into being as part
of Roys and Cattle Flat. It was first taken
over by Henry Barker then by the Scaife family in 1908.
The Russell family who had been very
prominent in early Wanaka history, took
over Cattle Flat in 1904 but sold it to Ruddenklau and Frier in 1915. It was also in this
year that Jack Aspinall, who worked at Cattle Flat for the five previous years went to
the first World War. On his return to New
Zealand in 1920 with his new wife, he went
into partnership with Theo Russell and
bought Mt. Aspiring Station from the
MacPherson family. The MacPhersons had
gone to Mt. Aspiring in 1899 but on the way
home from voting in the first election allowing women to vote in 1919, Mrs MacPherson
was drowned while crossing the flooded river
near Phoebes Creek. She had been determined to make the three-mile journey to
Wanaka in a horse trap to record her vote
even if it was the last thing she ever did!

Rabbits
In the early days, and until after the last
World War, rabbits were a real problem. On
one occasion MacPherson was taking his
family of four daughters and one son to
Wanaka in the dray. On the way through
Cattle Flat they met an acquaintance who
exclaimed "My MacPherson that is a bonny
looking family of daughters you have. What
do you feed them on?" With that one daughter piped up "Rabbits hot, rabbits cold, rabbits young. rabbits old, rabbits thin , rabbits
tough, my goodness we've had enough."
During the 75 years that rabbits were rampant in Otago, how many farmers and
runholders expressed the same feelings in
more lucid terms?
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In 1919 D. C. Aubrey was the owner of
Cattle Flat. Under his management, ably assisted by Charley Barker as he_ad shepherd,
Cattle Flat thrived and ran 10,000 sheep and
over 1,000 good Hereford and Angus Cattle.
In the early 1930's the present house was
built and Cattle Flat became well known
throughout Otago for its show horses, rodeo
horses and hacks and its drives of fine cattle
to the East Coast area . Mr Aubrey gave valuable service to the Lake Country especially
with local roading problems. He became
sporting minded and although liberated
birds did not establish, pigs and Canada
geese thrived, eventually becoming a menace to Cattle Flat and its neighbours. Strenuous efforts were necessary to control them.
Staff shortages during the Second World
War brought further difficulties to Cattle
Flat. Both David and Rodney served overseas and David lost his life under heroic circumstances in the North Sea, when, after his
bomber had crashed, he left the safety of
their life raft to try and rescue another crew
member. After the death of his father in
1960, Rod managed Cattle Flat until 1972
when he sold out to Lloyd Ewing and Sons.
Before leaving Cattle Flat Rod was involved in a handsome gesture in assisting the
transfer of the Glen Finnan block back to
Mt. Aspiring Station from whom it had been
taken and added to Cattle Flat some 50 years
earlier. Anyone who has been further up the
valley can visualise what a great advantage
it has made to Mt. Aspiring Station with its
headquarters now established near where
Ewan Cameron settled in 1879.

Deer and goats
Following the 1939-45 War deer were very
numerous; numbering thousands in the
mountain lands beyond here. Since their reduction to low numbers by helicopters and
venison export, the recovery in alpine vegetation has been quite outstanding. Cattle
Flat also had a kea problem. Goats had also
increased to very large numbers in the
Kawarau Catchment, particularly in the
Shotover. Official figures from the New Zealand Forest Service indicate some 150,000

The Matukituki valley with Cattle Flat country in the foreground .

destroyed but as many others had been shot
by various runholders and others, the figure
could be as high as 200,000 or more. This last
year over 2,600 were killed . As their annual
reproduction rate could be as much as 45 per
cent, with twins common and triplets not
rare, there is no doubt about their potential
if neglected. As far as we know we have been
able to prevent them from crossing the Dart
and Matukituki rivers.
Charlie's little daughter is now the fifth
gen.eration of Ewings to be closely associated
with some part of the Matukutuki since
Lloyd's grandfather Joseph started sawmilling with Russell further up the valley from
here in 1877. Lloyd was reared on the fiat
near Ewing's peninsula and can well remember the floods of 1919 when he and his

brothers and sisters sat on the kitchen table
with their feet almost in water waiting for a
boat to rescue them while Dad was out in
the paddocks with a shovel keeping the rabbits down their holes until the rising flood
waters drowned them. Lloyd was also well
trained in thrift, as I have heard it said that
his father had two pipes - a small one he
filled from his own tobacco pouch and a large
one he brought out when offered a fill from
a sympathetic friend! Times were hard in
those days. Lloyd spent many years mustering and gaining experience around the district before owning Glen Coe then coming
to Cattle Flat in 1972.
Since then much development work has
been done on Cattle Flat. Fencing and
topdresing have been extensively and ju-
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diciously used and I say judiciously because
certain o( these -valley flats are -well under
water during major floods, a situation that
won't be improved ifN .Z.E.D. or their sympathesisers start tinkering around with damming the outlet of Lake Wanaka.
One autumn 20,000 rabbits were taken off
the Soft burn Fans alone. As a result of a fine
determined effort by the old Wanaka Rabbit
Board, rabbits disappeared completely for
several years off West Wanaka Station and
there were few to none on Cattle Flat and
Mt. Aspiring. Following a weakening of policy from killer to control, amalgamation, and
so on, we are now somewhat apprehensive
of a situation where rabbits are back on West
Wanaka and scattered all over Cattle Flat
and Mt. Aspiring and only a policy of poisoning advocated with resulting return of
dangers to stock and dogs and an unknown
factor of "control" to comfort us, something
we thought we had put behind us several
years ago.
Bracken control is slowly being achieved
by use of fire and suitable follow-up techniques. Catchment Board regulations and
policies make the use of fire more difficult
but it would appear that we can't interfere
too much with Catchment Board rules as
fires under certain dry conditions and lacking follow-up techniques can do considerable damage to high altitude vegetation.
Personally, I find we are developing a better
understanding, but in some cases a greater
fire risk . I am, and no doubt many others are,
extremely grateful to that person or organis-
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ation that discovered the little bronze beetle
for control of St. John's Wort, thus reducing
the number of cattle throwing fits at river
crossings, from 60 to 75 per cent of a herd
to one or two every five years or so.
·
We owe a debt of gratitude to John Hercus,
T. Ludecke and others who showed us the
tremendous advantages of super sulphur
topdressing and -to Baker and his original
rabbit killer policy. These are the type of
people who make history in our minds and
our country.
Land is the most precious asset we, as individuals, a community or a nation have. We
live on it, produce off it and relax on it and
fight over it. Apart from climatical and geological factors, the condition of the land reflects the character and responsibility of
those many people who work and supervise
it. In this respect, I consider that runholders
- Upper Clutha, Otago, and South Island
have created with others who have assisted
them , a very good record for themselves over
the last 25 years. With control of weeds, wild
animals, erosion and stock performance to
concentrate on, there is still a lot of work
ahead of us.
I am reminded of a notice our son William
tacked up in our toilet before he left for Australia, where apparently for a bloke who is
prepared to work the wages are higher and
the taxes lower than in New Zealand. The
notice read "Don't sit around here all day
there is work to be done" .

The Land Amendment Act, 1979.

Valuations for Rental Purposes
The following is an edited version of a paper delivered by the Valuer-General, Mr M.
R. Mander, to the South Island High Country Conference held at Timaru on 6th June,
1980 and reprin_tedfrom the New Zealand Valuer 24, No JO, BJ0-816.
Ownership ofreal property in its many forms
has always been one of mankind's most inherent and compelling desires. Rulers and
governments down through the ages have
recognised this and resorted to taxing and
levying property ownership with the
measure ofliability frequently based on the
theory of creaming off some of the community created increment of property
values. It is a true but unfortunate fact, as
well as being a universal phenomenon, that
property owners who are caught up in these
valuation based systems endeavour to discredit the valuer or his valuation as a means
of eliminating the real symptom of their displeasure, the system itself Nearly 70 years
ago addressing a district valuers' conference
in April, 19 l l , the then Valuer-General
made a recorded remark which is just as true
today - "The valuer's duties are often of
such a nature that ill conditioned persons can
with the greatest ease make apparently
reasonable complaints with regard to his
valuations".
But why create a separate department of
state, yet another bureaucracy, whose only
function is to produce valuations ofland? We
are told that such was the chaos and confusion which developed prior to 1896 where
valuations in New Zealand were being
undertaken by a multiplicity of valuing
agencies both private and public without coordination or control or reference to principles either ethical, legal or technical, that
the government of the day created the de- ·
partment and the office of Valuer-General
as an answer to a very unsatisfactory and
unsavoury situation.
The objects given the department in 1896
are as appropriate today - to provide a full

'efficient and economical valuation service to
central and local government as well as
impartial and objective estimates of property
values for use by the public generally. Parliament contended that the Valuer-General
should not be answerable to a Minister of the
Crown but to the courts of the land, that the
department's values should be an independent and unbiassed measure irrespective of
their uses and that there could be no suspicion of an outside influence from any person or organisation.
Rents
As a corollary to the decision to base future
rents of pastoral leases on valuations it is significant that the present government decided
that the Valuation Department should
undertake the work. I am sure the decision
was made to ensure absolute impartiality between lessee and lessor as well as recognising
that any duplication of the valuing function
by any other agencies, government or otherwise, was not in the interests of either efficiency or economy.
The passing of the Land Amendment Act
. in November, 1979, marked the end, at least
for the meantime, to the great public debate
on the most suitable basis for fixing future
rents for pastoral leases. As you know this
followed a review of the previous Land
Settlement Board policy issued in 1974 and
now provides for rentals for pastoral leases
in future to be 2t% of the rental value (reviewed at l l year intervals) with a rebate of
*th for prompt payment, giving a nett rental
of2%. This rental rate will apply to any new
pastoral leases issued after the commencement of the Land Amendment Act 1979 and
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to renewals of all pastoral leases current at
the commencement of the Act but will not
apply on renewal to leases of land that has
been reclassified by the Board as farm land.
To help cushion the effect of what are likely
to be considerable increases in nett annual
rent on renewal of pastoral leases current at
the commencement of the Land Amendment Act 1979, there will be a phasing-in
period for the first 11 years of the first renewal term during which the rent will be 1!%
nett of the rental value and this provision
also will not apply to leases ofland that have
been reclassified by the Board as farm land.
The Act ties the major definitions back to
the principal Act and defines pastoral land
as "being land that is suitable or adaptable
primarily for pastoral purposes only" and expressly excludes from the rental value "any
potential value that the land may have for
subdivision for building purposes or for commercial or industrial use".
Many will be familiar with the papers produced last year from Lincoln College by
Messrs Kerr, Frizzell and Ross, reproduced
in Tussock Grasslands and Mountain Land
Institute Special Publication No. 13 a9d also
the Proceedings of the 1979 Hill and High
Country seminar.
Those papers contain a wealth of factual
information related to valuation and pastoral land and I strongly recommend them
for study. Much of the information in the
papers came from the records of the Valuation Department and I see no point in being
repetitive when the data is so readily available in that form. However to ensure that we
all have the same understanding of the statutory parameters of valuation as it affects pastoral leases I would briefly like to run over
with you several of the valuation principles
which will be applied in the implementation
of the Land Act.

Capital value
The expression "capital value" in the
Land Act means the sum which the land and
improvements thereon might be expected to
realise at the time of valuation if offered for
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sale, unencumbered by any mortgage or
other charge thereon, on such reasonable
terms and conditions as a bona fide seller
might be expected to require. In effect this
is the same definition as is in the Valuation
of Land Act and is therefore subject to the
same interpretation as applied by the Courts
over a long period of years. The fundamental
concept expressed by many judges is that
capital value is the fair selling value in the
open market. That is the price which a transaction will take place between a person prepared to sell and one prepared to buy, each
well informed and looking after his own best
business interests and each having a full
knowledge of the market prices at which
alternative properties are available. You will
have heard of the willing seller / willing buyer
concept which probably comes from a decision by a Justice Griffiths who is quoted
as saying, "In my judgement the test of value
is to be determined, not by enquiring what
price a man desiring to sell could actually
have obtained for it on a given date, i.e.
whether there was in fact on that day a willing buyer but by enquiring 'what would a
man desiring to buy the land have had to pay
for it on that day to a vendor willing to sell
it for a fair price but not desirous to sell?' "
An equally important principle is that it
must be recognised that there is a clear distinction between "price" and "value" and
this is stated concisely by Justice Archer who
said, "It is well recognised that 'price' is not
value and that sales at excessive prices, and
appearing to be attributable only to the
whim, extravagance or compelling needs of
individual purchasers should be disregarded
in the assessment of market value".
Therefore you will see that the basis of
sound valuation flows mainly from a
detailed analysis of comparable market evidence where all aspects of each transaction
are carefully dissected and weighed. You
may perhaps consider sometimes a valuer's
questions or investigations tiresome or even
impertinent as he delves for infor·mation but
I can assure you the quality of any valuation
improves in direct ratio by the volume of

carefully analysed facts relative to the volume of what is usually known as "considered
opinion".
One of the most valuable sources of information about a farm property is a careful
analysis of a set of recent farm accounts.
Considered in isolation they could be quite
misleading and you will be quick to point out
that almost without exception farm accounts
are prepared for taxation purposes and are
designed to disguise rather than disclose.
Also that as a consequence of such an exercise there is a danger of the valuer valuing
the property's management rather than the
property but it is the results of analysing a
large number of accounts and with the
knowledge of a broad spectrum of other
properties and managements that enables
the valuer to draw balanced conclusions
from his examinations. Remember his entire
occupation is centred on that sole task of sifting facts, weighing comparisons and reaching well considered valuation conclusions.
It is also important to note that contrary
to generally accepted views a valuer does not
value land per se but values an "interest" or
"interests" in land - even with so called freehold tenure it is the worth of the owner's interest or "bundle of rights" associated with
the property which is assessed and many
would say with the passing of each new regulation related to land these "bundles of
rights" are rapidly diminishing - is it not
strange therefore in the face of this truth and
other deterrants to land ownership such as
high interest rates, increasing costs (including rents), uncertain markets and difficult
seasons to name but a few, rural land values
in the market place continue to rise with what
seems to be an unquenchable optimism. The
definition of a "measure of value" has been
stated "as the present worth of future benefits which will accrue from ownership" no need to tell you that given present and
expected rates of inflation with current income being taxed more and worth less, capital gain relative to current income must
become even more attractive. As a hedge
against inflation real estate has an indisputable track record, and when you couple

all this with the ability to make capital improvements to rural land as tax deductible
items, particularly when they come in the
form of subsidies and state sponsored development incentives, is it surprising there is a
confidence in land not shared by other forms
of security. One economist has even concluded that New Zealanders have a sort of
historical ethnic group expectation, or belief,
reinforcing the fundamental economic realities which encourage investment in land, and
that is the simple fact that most New
Zealanders expect land values to rise and
that alone will ensure that they will continue
to do just that.
No one can argue with the self evident and
oft repeated fact that New Zealand's economicwelfare is dependent upon the profitability and productivity of its primary
industries. The nub of the problem is how
to promote and improve primary production
without further stimulating land values and
adding to the capital gains inflationary
spiral. For all practical purposes the 1979
Land Amendment Act in its own words ties
the procedures for establishing pastoral lease
rentals "as for the renewal of a renewable
lease".
The main directions to establish rent on
renewal are contained in Part VIII Section
131 SS( 1) of the Land Act " 131. Valuation for calculation of renewal rent-( 1) Not earlier than two years
and not later than one year before the expiry of a renewable lease the Board cause
the following values to be ascertained:
(a) The value of the improvements which
are then in existence and unexhausted
on the land included in the lease :
(b) The value at the commencement of
the lease of all improvements included
in the rental value at the commencement of the lease:
(c) The value of the land included in the
lease exclusive of the improvements
referred to in paragraph (2) of this
subsection:
Provided that, subject to the provisions of
this Act, -
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(i) In ascertaining the values under paragraphs (a) and (c) of this subsection,
equal emphasis shall be placed on the
value to be ascertained under each
paragraph:
(ii) The values shall be ascertained on an
equitable basis, having regard to the
relationship between lessor and lessee:
(iii) The sum of the values under paragraphs (a) and (c) of this subsection
shall be equal to the capital value of
the land."
I have already said with respect to Capital
Value the meaning of the Land Act and the
Valuation of Land Act is virtually synonymous but there the complete unanimity
ends. It is therefore best to keep both acts
and their definitions quite separate in our
thinking for each was compiled for different
purposes and are purposely different purposes and are purposely different. There
really seems no material advantage in trying
to compare their respective defintions or reconcile the results of following their individual precepts. However, I am aware that these
differences, which can vary with the individual circumstances pertaining to each property at particular points in time, will continue
to cause confusion so let me briefly explain
the main differences.
. Improvements

The respective definitions of the term " Improvements" in the two statutes are the key
to the differences that exist between "land
value" under the Valuation of Land Act and
the value of the "land exclusive of improvements" under the Land Act.
(a) The Valuation of Land Act adopts an
approach in its definition of improvements by placing emphasis on general
words and mentions specific examples
of what are NOT to be treated as improvements. The definition reads:
"Improvements, in relation to any
land, means all work done or material
used at any time on or for the benefit
of the land by the expenditure of capital or labour by any owner or occupier
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thereof in so far as the effect of the
work done or material used is to increase the value of the land and the
benefit thereof is unexhausted at the
time of valuation; but, except in the
case ofland owned or occupied by the
Crown or by a statutory public body,
does not include work done or
material used on or for the benefit of
the land by the Crown or by any statutory public body, except so far as the
same has been paid for by way of direct contribution.
Provided that work done or
material used on or for the benefit of
the land by the expenditure of capital
or labour by any owner or occupier
thereof in the provision of roads or
streets, or in the provision of water,
drainage, or other amenities in connection with the subdivision of the
land for building purposes shall not be
deemed to be improvements on that
land or any other land:
Provided also that work done on or for
the benefit of the land by any owner
or occupier thereof in (i) The draining, excavation, filling, or
reclamation of the land, or the making of retaining walls or other works
appurtenant to that draining, excavation, filling, or reclamation; or
(ii) The grading or levelling of the land
or the removal of rocks, stone, sand,
or soil therefrom; or
(iii) The removal or destruction of vegetation, or the effecting of any change
in the nature or character of the vegetation; or
(iv) The alteration of soil fertility or of the
structure of the soil, or
(v) The arresting or elimination of
erosion or flooding - shall not be
deemed to be improvements on that
land or on any other land".
(b) The Land Act definition contains general words (substantial improvements
of a permanent character) and specific
examples (e.g.: reclamation from

swamps, clearing of bush, etc.). The
definition reads:
"Improvements" means substantial improvements of a permanent
character and includes reclamation
from swamps; clearing of bush, gorse,
broom, sweetbrier, or scrub, cultivation; planting with trees or live
hedges; the laying out and cultivating
of gardens; fencing (including rabbitproof fencing); draining; roading;
bridging; sinking wells or bores or
constructing water, tanks, water supplies, water races, irrigation works,
borderdykes, or sheep dips ; making
embankments or protective works of
any kind; in any way improving the
character or fertility of the soil; the
erection of any building; and the installation of any telephone or of any
electric lighting or electric power
plant".
This list of specific examples is obviously
not exhaustive. For example, swimming
pools and tennis courts are not mentioned
although clearly they would fall to be classed
as "substantial improvements of a permanent character".
Value of improvements
Both statutes have the same definition ,
namely, "The added value which at the time
of valuation the improvements give to the
land".
The main difference between the two statutes being that "Land Value" under the
Valuation of Land Act, requires the land to
be valued "as is, where is", and as ifthe structur_al improvements, if any, upon it had not
been made. The "land exclusive of improvements" under the Land Act requires the land
to be valued on the basis of the state and condition of the land at the relevant date for
valuation as if at that date it had no improvements upon it.
This means such so-called invisible improvements as the draining, excavation, filling, levelling of the land , etc. are included
in the assessment of the "land value" under

the Valuation of Land Act and expressly
excluded in the same assessment in the "land
exclusive of improvements" under the Land
Act.
Consequently the same land, valued
under the two Acts at the same date will in
most cases have different values assessed to
it. However, the overall "capital value" of the
land will be the same under each statute.
The foregoing explains the difference between the two Acts and the possible differences in value that could occur if the same
land were valued at the same time under
both Acts by the same valuer.
The principles upon which valuers are to
arrive at their assessment of capital value
and the various components of value which
have to be. ascertained are well documented
in a comprehensive series oflaw cases, some
dating back to the turn of the century.
Understandably there are several paramount issues which are repeatedly the main
concern of lessees. The two most common
would be firstly the adequacy of the value
attributed to the lessee 's improvements a!:_ld
secondly the envisaged condition of the land
at the point its value is assessed as "land exclusive of improvements". Knowing that
these two issues will be the focal point of a
lessee's dissatisfaction with a valuation most
prudent valuers will give these matters their
most careful attention and generally adopt
a position which is most defensible and equitable. There is certainly nothing new about
the department's attitude to the adequacy of
the values attributed to improvements. In a
circular to his staff dated 22nd May, 1909
the then Valuer-General had this to say
under the heading of "Careful valuation of
and full allowance for all unexhausted
improve men ts" "So much prominence is given to the
question of insufficient valuation for improvements that I again wish to impress
upon District Valuers the necessity for
viewing this question in a serious manner.
The matter is constantly brought up in the
House of Representatives, and the standard objection before the Assessment
Court is that the unimproved value is in35

creased, while an insufficient amount is
allowed for improvements.
When the unimproved values in the
Dominion were admittedly low the value
of improvements was not seriously challenged ; but now that the values are nearer
the selling-values it is necessary for District Valuers to see that the value of improvements will stand a careful analysis".
The second matter of concern I mentioned
relates to the envisaged condition of the land
at the point its value is assessed as "land exclusive of improvements". A frequently
quoted' decision is that of Judge Archer's in
the C.C.L. vs J.J. and P. J . Kinney case where
the relevant passage states:
"The value of land 'exclusive of improvements' is sometimes described as its
value 'in its natural state', whatever that
may mean. It is unnecessary to attempt
to define this somewhat obscure term ,
however, for the function of the valuer is
not to value the land as it existed many
years ago, but as it would have been at
the relevant date for valuation if at that
date it had no improvements upon it. In
the present case, therefore, the first duty
of the valuers was to envisage the state of
the subject land during the year ending
28th February, 1960, ifit were then devoid
of improvements as defined in the Land
Act 1948. It is clear that if unimproved in
February, 1960, the subject land would
have been in a state very different from
that when it was first settled a century ago.
At that time the land was reasonably good
tussock country but in the early years of
the present century it became denuded of
vegetation by rabbits and suffered considerable surface damage by erosion. In
the l 930's the property had little covering
but scabweed. From 1948 the efforts of
Rabbit Boards to deal with the rabbit
problem began to meet with success and
from about 1955 the rabbits have been
virtually eliminated. If the land had remained unimproved it would have been
reduced to scabweed by the rabbits and
its condition in 1960 would have been different only to the extent by which natural
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regeneration had in part restored its natural cover".
As recently as December last year Justice
Richardson in the Court of Appeal in a case
concerning the assessment of unimproved
value under the Maori Vested Lands Administration Act had this to say:
"The direction is not to value the land
as it stood at some time in the primeval
past but as it would have been as at the
date of valuation if on that day it had no
improvements on it. The comparison is
not with the land in what was its natural
state at an earlier time but with what itsstate would now be had no improvements
been made to it. Two points should be
kept in mind . The first is that the term
'natural state' is itself something of a misnomer. It is a matter of historical record
that our indigenous forests were never in
a static state. Climatic changes, storms,
floods, droughts, earthquakes and volcanic eruptions had their effect. Maori occupation and European settlement
brought about changes in forest conditions, apart altogether from the deliberate clearing of land for farming. By way
of illustration, the introduction of mammals such as rabbits, deer and opossum
changed the state of the forests. So the assumed natural state of the land changed
over time and was necessarily affected by
human occupation and settlement of the
country. The second is that the statutory
concern is with the present actual state of
the land but for the improvements. Not
simply with its assumed natural state. The
significance of this distinction is that, as
has already been noted, work may be
done on or to the land which affects its
then state but does not amount to an improvement".
A continuing area of concern to all valuers
is the fact that many if not most purchasers
ofleasehold interests do not seem to discount
their purchase prices from the freehold
equivalents to the extent that arithmetical
calculations would indicate to be prudent,
particularly in circumstances where a rent review is imminent. This is not a situation lim-

ited to any particular category of property
be it urban or rural or the type of lease.
Together with other types ofleaseholds it has
applied very clearly to the sale of pastoral
leases and with the past comparatively low
rentals this has been understandable. However in recent years with the Land Settlement
Board's rental policies so well publicised by
both your own organisation and the Board
one would have thought a change of attitude
would have occurred but I am told that the
sales of pastoral leases which have been reported even as recently as the first halfofthis
year do not seem to reflect any significant
awareness of the new rental policy. Some
people construe that this attitude on the part
of purchasers is due to the rent being considered as a running cost and therefore being
tax deductible oflittle consequence. The report of the Committee of Investigation into
Rentals and Freeholding or Crown Leases
in 1968 took the view that there was an
urgent need for lessees and purchasers of
leaseholds to have a better understanding of
the leases concerned , their terms and conditions and the consequences on the viability
of a property of an increased rental upon renewal. I am sure much of the shock and anguish which seems to come to uninformed
lessees could be avoided if they were kept
regularly apprised of the approximate
current levels of rental which would be applicable to a lease should it then be coming up
for renewal or a rent review.
To this end , at your Committee's behest
together with the Minister's and the Land
Settlement Board's support I have agreed
that the department will provide pastoral lessees with estimates of "land exclusive of improvements" values to enable lessees to have ·
some idea of their likely rental commitments
for planning purposes. Disrict Valuers will
give these informal estimates of LE.I. tolessees from their existing records without
reinspection of properties and without objection rights. The whole objective of the exercise is to be helpful and keep lessees
informed and there is no suggestion that the
estimates will compromise later formal valuations or in any way pre-empt the role of the

Land Settlement Board in terms of the Land
Act.
Having been given the heavy responsibilty
of determining pastoral Lease valuations in
connection with the forthcoming rent reviews I am very conscious of the need for the
Valuation Department to especially utilise
all of its resources in order to produce the
most satisfactory results. I have therefore arranged for a most careful assessment and coordination of values
between and
throughout the whole of the area containing
pastoral leases. Some seven districts are involved and the District Valuers concerned
will be meeting at reguL r intervals under the
Supervising Valuer, to study and update all
of the pastoral lands evidence upon which
the valuations will be based to ensure they
are carefully lining up their work, all being
as well informed as is possible and all working on the same basis of comparative values.
Applying their enthusiasm and knowledge
to the task as I know they will , I am confident
equitable valuations of the highest quality
will be achieved .
Finally, could I leave with you this one
thought - whether or not as lessees you agree
or disagree with the principle of having rentals fixed on the basis of land valuation or
whether or not you are satisfied with the rentals that are finally set, you will at least recognise that my valuers and I are in no other
business than the property valuation business, and have no other motive than to strive
for the production of fair and equitable valuations in accordance with the statues by
which we are directed.
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branches of Federated Farmers, an honorary member of the New
Zealand Alpine Club and a member of the Otago Catchment
Board.

M. R. MANDER, joined the Public Service as a Rural Field Cadet
in 1942 and, after serving in the R.N.Z. Navy during World War
II, completed the Diploma of Valuation and Farm Management
at Lincoln College in 1948. He has served in the Valuation Department in Rotorua and Palmerston North and since 1969 in Wellington where he is Valuer General.
Mr Mander is a Fellow of the N .Z. Institute of Valuers, and
has served as a Vice President and Chairman of the Board of Examiners. He is currently Chairman of the N .Z . Valuers Registration
Board.
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Annual Report
of the
Tussock Grasslands and
Mountain Lands Institute
for the year 1980 /81
With its work in research and co-ordination,
problem identification, indicating research
requirements, and its role in publishing and
information transfer, the Institute continues
to discharge its responsibilities in the hill and
high country. These responsibilities cover
the whole gamut of resource management in
the tussock grasslands and mountain lands.
In the past year the Institute has widened its
sphere of influence in the.hill country regions
of the South Island.
At the beginning of the year Professor K.
F. O'Connor indicated his wish to relinquish
the position of Director, from 31 March,
1981. Professor O'Connor joined the Institute in November, 1969 as its third Director
and in the past l l years has made a significant contribution to its development. As Professor of Range Management he will
continue to have teaching responsibilities
within the Joint Centre for Environmental
Sciences at Lincoln College. Additionally, as
a Fellow of the Tussock Grasslands and
Mountain Lands Institute he will maintain
an association with a number of research
projects.
· As has been the case in the last two previous years, all Institute activity is covered
by specific projects. This, the 21st Annual
Report, gives a brief outline of the progress
made in the past year.
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Systems ecology
and environmental monitoring
The work on tall tussock nutrition has continued. A paper with joint authorship from
Dr Chapin of the Institute of Arctic Biology,
Alaska, and Institute staff, on comparative
studies of tall tussocks at different levels of
solution phosphorus culture, has been accepted for publication.
Field experiments are continuing at several high country locations with applications
of phosphorus and nitrogen to different
Chionochloa stands. These experiments
which are collaborative exercises with the
Forest Research Institute and Dr Chapin are
expected to continue for a further three years
and lead to a clearer understanding of nutrient efficiency in mountain vegetatioq..
The project on nitrogen transformations
in tall tussock grasslands has been completed
with one paper published on grazing influences in nitrogen cycling, and with the
preparation of a review paper on nitrogen
balance in extensively managed grasslands.
Studies have continued on the Grampian
Mountains. Records taken on high altitude
cushion-moor vegetation show that there has
been little change in total vegetative cover
in the absence of grazing over a four year
period. Air and soil temperature records
from contrasting aspects and altitudes have

given useful measures of the comparative effects of these factors on growing conditions.
The seven high altitude plots being maintained throughout the South Island for long
term study of vegetation succession following high altitude revegetation were visited in
the autumn of 1980 for an analysis of trends.
In general native cover has been maintained.
Blue tussock 1s the most common riative grass
re-establishing. The introduced grass Chewing's fescue has generally maintained or improved its position. White clover is the most
variable component in the vegetative cover
from year to year, depending on the season's
rainfall and length of time since
superphosphate application.
Work on the monitoring of insect populations has continued with some valuable
long term data being obtained .
In the production-consumption modelling
project progress has been steady. This project has as its main objective the evaluation
of general management principles and
specific management practices in grasslands
based on quantitative plant/ consumer interactions through time. Testing of the model
is in progress using data from the Ministry
of Agriculture and Fisheries' major grazing
trial at Tara Hills.

Information register

The project to compile a computer based
bibliography relating to all aspects of the
tussock grasslands and mountain lands has
made progress. A classification and keyword
system has been designed and recording data
entry and retrieval proceedings have been
tested . Senior librarians have been kept in
touch with developments and full discussions have been maintained with D.S.l.R.
Central Library staff to ensure that the project is compatible with their SIRIS system.
The register of all professional and technical staff engaged in research, extension, development and administration in the South
Island and high country has been completed
and will be published shortly. It will be revised annually.

The Institute has continued to act as the
Avalanche Data Centre under contract to the
New Zealand Mountain Safety Council's
Avalanche Committee.
Pasture improvement
and maintenance

The major trial phase has been completed
in the project on sub surface introduction of
grasses and legumes, and two papers have
been published this year. This co-operative
project with the New Zealand Agricultural
Engineering Institute has shown the positive
advantages of a modified rotary hoe for introducing grasses into previously uncultivated swards. This year four demonstration
blocks were sown in Canterbury, at Waiau,
Parnassus, Hawarden and Peel Forest.
During the year a new trial was established
in the project studying forage quality improvement on the Grampian Mountains. At
1430 m altitude almost 1000 seedling Maku
Lotus plants were transplanted in both east
and west aspects. Establishment, production, and rate of spread, under two ferti liser regimes will be studied, and will give
guidelines to the possibilities of using such
· sites for forage development.
Monitoring of oversown grasslands in the
Ahuriri area has continued with five harvests
being made from each of seven sites. Harvests from both caged and uncaged areas record available dry matter at each observation
as well as net growth ofherbage between harvests, allowing some interpretation of degree
of pasture utilisation and herbage senescence.
In the spring of 1980 a co-operative project
was begun between the Institute and the Department of Lands and Survey. Based on
Molesworth and specially funded by the Department it aims to determine the possibilities of hawkweed suppression using oversown legumes as bases for pasture
development, under different cattle grazing
regimes. Legumes sown in this five hectare
trial comprise two clover, three lotus and one
l~cerne species.
The Institute has been involved over the
past year, in conjunction with the Ministry
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of Works and Development, D.S.l.R. and the
Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, in the
question of the trials of introduced plant
species for pasture improvement. A major
point arising from discussions is the need to
look at new introductions, and reassess some
earlier ones, at a level beyond the small plot,
and under animal use.
The Institute was host in December to a
meeting discussing the roles of various agencies and the application of research results
in the field of tussock grassland revegetation.
The meeting reached agreement on methods
of facilitating information exchanges in regard to experiments planned and in progress.

Extension
Members of the Institute attended meetings and field days on the Hawkweed problem and displayed some Institute activities
at the high country field day at Cattle Flat
in January.

Papers were given to the Lincoln College
Farmers' Conference, the Grasslands Association Conference in Greymouth and the
Waitaki Seminar in Oamaru. Addresses
were made to Landscape Architects and
Save the Rivers Conference in Wellington,
and to the South Island Promotion Association in Westport. A major display on the
work in the Torlesse/ Kowai area was presented to the Pacific Rim Steeplands Symposium in Christchurch.
Several members of the Institute staff attended and made contributions to the Land
Use Seminar held at Lincoln College, and
contributions were made to the College
Open Day. Assistance has been given to
overseas visitors in their work, and some
small part played in the College teaching
programme.
Work has continued in the planning and
maintenance of the alpine garden, which is
being used increasingly for teaching and as
a focal point for visitors.

Institute staff members, Joy Talbot and Errol Costello harvesting herbage at one of the Longslip
trial sites.
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Non-pastoral revegetation
The future management of riparian lands
could become a priority concern for the Institute, particularly if Dr Hayward's findings
on riparian sources of stream sediments at
Torlesse are found to have widespread appli·
cation. His studies indicate the critical significance of this zone and animal behaviour
studies show the zone to have attraction to
livestock. Institute endeavours have therefore focused on the identification and propagation of species suitable for riparian
revegetation.
In the project nursery techniques for
revegetation, a study has been completed of
the effects of various treatments on the successful propagation of some alpine shrub
species. Hormone application, wounding
and bottom heat treatments were applied to
cuttings of Hebe, Cassinia and Olearia collected at four times during the year.
Winter cuttings gave the best results for
all species. Winter cuttings of Olearia gave
a good rooting response to both the hormone
and wounding treatments. In contrast, in
winter cuttings of Hebe and Cassinia ,
wounding treatment improved the response,
but hormone treatment gave a marked reduction . Overall, there was no advantage
from using bottom heat and there was an increased incidence of root rot and die back.
Economic aspects of resource uses
Work has continued on the economics of
hill and high country farming. This has included the analysis of changes in farm income and expenditure, capital, equity and
profitability of hill and high country farms
in relation to stock performance. A paper
arising from the study was presented to the
Lincoln College Farmers Conference in May
1980. Preparations are going ahead for
another pastoral production survey in 1982
and 1983. This will be the fourth such survey
to be conducted by the Institute.
Earth and water resources evaluation
The project designed to determine the
technical and economic feasibility of irrigation in the Hakataramea Valley and in

which the Institute has been associated with
the New Zealand Agricultural Engineering
Institute, has now progressed to the development of detailed feasibility studies and of
a general climate-production-irrigation
model. This is an interesting and valuable
project, with the possibility existing of a high
proportion of the irrigation being done by
gravity storage systems.
The survey of very small hydro electric systems has been completed, and the report for
the New Zealand Energy Research and Development Committee revised and accepted
for publication.
Work in developing a system of classifying
high country runs by their land resources is
continuing under a grant from the Departmen! of Lands and Survey.

Earth and water processes
Projects in the field of earth and water processes are centred mainly in the Torlesse and
Kowai streams. These areas have been maintained and monitored during the year. The
study of sediment yields from snow avalanche events continued, and data recorded
includes causes, sediment yield and other
erosion features.
The riverbed survey of the Kowai River
is complete, and resurveys will be done after
major floods as well as routinely every five
years, with photographs taken of any unusual changes in the riverbed . This project,
and the Kowai river system sediment analysis are being prepared for publication.
Following a Panel Review of this programme in 1980, the Institute is now taking
stock of all the projects in the Earth and
Water Processes programme.
Resource management planning
In the project to make a geographical and
historical interpretation of official statistics,
statistical information from farms and forests over 500 hectares has been processed.
Data on land use, land tenure, capital expenditure, beef cattle, sheep, forestry, cropping,
employment, machinery, irrigation, fertiliser use, etc will be published on a county
basis.
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The study of the economic effects of soil
and water conservation run plans in Otago,
being done in association with the Agricultural Economics Research Unit is nearing
completion after delays caused by the transfer to Australia of the principal author from
the Research Unit. The associated study
evaluating run plans of the soil and water
conservation programme in the South Island
high country, is also nearing completion.
Pasture utilisation and
animal production
Research on sulphur, nitrogen and mineral supplementation of penned sheep fed
fescue tussock carried out at the Institute has
been published during the year. Tussock dry
matter consumption was increased 32% and
34% by supplementary S in the two experiments, and increased a further 24% by N in
the presence ofS. In Experiment 2 there was
a progressive decrease in the dry matter intake of the control sheep accompanied by a
reduction in the rate of passage of digesta
but the intakes and rate of passage of the
sheep given S plus N did not decrease with
continued feeding. Digestibilities of dry
matter and organic matter were low (37 %
and 38%), and were unaffected by
supplementation. Fescue tussock is inadequate as a sole food for sheep, sincelhe digestible organic matter and N intakes of even
those sheep receiving S plus N failed to meet
their maintenance requirements.
A study to record and interpret the distribution of stocking loads on hill and high
country properties on improved and unimproved blocks in different climate zones has
been completed for the Waitaki. Other areas
are subject to continuing studies. The results
will be of great interest to anyone with a pastoral interest in the hills.
Progress in analysis of the pastoral utilisation survey in the Waitaki showed that in
the humid montane zone, unimproved
blocks supported a stocking load (stock unit
months (s.u.m.) per hectare) ranging from
0.2 to 18, whilst improved blocks supported
from 18 to 72 s.u.m. In the semi-arid lower
montane zone, unimproved stocking loads
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ranged from l to 23 and on improved blocks
from 15 to 114 s.u.m.
The grazing behaviour trial at Glenthorne
has now had three years observations prior
to topdressing and three years following
topdressing. Field work is now completed.
Some features that have emerged are:
(i) The "green fence" is not very sheep
proof. Oversowing and topdressing
lower land reduced sheep density on
the higher unimproved land by a
third.
(ii) Sheep choose sites for closer grazing
and higher use in relation to chemical
composition of herbage.
(iii) Sheep tend to make and maintain
their own habitat, but topdressing and
oversowing can be used to direct this
effect.
(iv) Sheep react to shortage of green available dry matter by grazing it more
closely, by grazing for a longer time,
and eventually by leaving if they can
for green pastures elsewhere.
Work in developing guides to the identification of components of sheep diets by
leaf cuticle anatomy identification has been
broadened to include some aspects of goat
diets. To a limited extent, wallaby diet has
also been studied to assist the Pest Destruction Council in identifying wallaby site preferences as well as the scope and current state
of the wallaby pest problem.
Further work has been done at Coopers
Creek in the project to determine sheep diet
and diet selection under varying conditions
offeed supply. This is expanding the volume
of information on sheep diet under conditions oflow grazing pressure on both sunny
and shady faces.
Publishing
There has been very good progress during
the year, with two issues of Review published, and the newsletter Aspect launched
also with two issues.
Staff changes
During the year Miss Joy Talbot was
appointed to replace Miss Lynda Budgeon,

as Research Assistant. Mr John Kennard,
Research Officer, resigned to return to Australia.

for UNESCO, the Director attended the
General Conference of UNESCO in Belgrade, Yugoslavia, and visited the headquarters in Paris.

Visitors
Mr Malcolm Allen of Gore, was awarded
a Hughes Fellowship by the Institute, and
spent six months over the summer participating in many of the programmes of the
Institute.
Mr Walter Roder, a Swiss agronomist who
has been working for six years on a development project in Bhutan spent four months
with the Institute during the summer. His interests were in all aspects of pasture and fodder crop husbandry and development,
particularly as related to difficult mountain
environments.
Through Lincoln College, Mr Dunbar has
been responsible for the co-ordination of the
training programmes for two young Bhutanese technicians who are in New Zealand
for one year, under Swiss sponsorship.

Management Committee
Two new members were appointed during
the year: Dr R. W. Brougham replaced Dr
G. W. Butler representing Department of
Scientific and Industrial Research, and Mr
M. R. Murchison replaced Mr A. S. Scaife
representing high country Committee of
Federated Farmers.
The February meeting of the Committee
was held at Cass in the Waimakariri basin.
Members and staff inspected and discussed
the Torlesse projects with Dr Hayward. The
opportunity was also gratefully accepted to
discuss with Mr Dugal Harcourt of Grasmere Station some of the management problems and implications of those problems
associated with farming in that area.

Overseas visits
In November, in his office of Chairman
of the New Zealand National Commission

J.M. Wardell
for the Committee of Management

Institute staff and committee of management inspecting forestry research in the Craigieburn
Range.
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Changes in the Tussock
Grasslands and Mountain
Lands
K. F. O'CONNOR
On March 31, 1981 Professor O 'Connor relinquished the Directorship of the Tussock Grasslands
and Mountain Lands Institute, Lincoln College whilst retaining the Chair in Range Management.
The following is his valedictory address.
Changes in tussock grasslands and mountain
lands such as I wish to consider are of three
kinds: cha nges in physical land conditions
and land use conditions, changes in scientific
understanding, and changes in social perceptions of the environment. As used here, social
perceptions are a rather subtle blend of
popular understanding and of the ascribing
ofusefulness to elements of th e environment.
C hanges in social perceptions of the environment are often accompanied by changes in
societal values - what men and women hold
dear .
The dimensions of time which l would like
to consider are from the early nineteen fifties
to th e present and from the prese nt to the
future - an unsca led future, for I am not
disposed to prophesy the rate a t which future
changes will occur.
Both for drawing contrasts with the recent
past and to outline changes in the proximate
future , I should like to recognise but to integrate the three kinds of change I have identified - physical conditions, understanding
and perceptions. This integration is important, for each of these kinds of change
interacts with each other.
THE TUSSOCK GRASSLANDS AND
MOUNTAIN LANDS IN THE EARLY
1950s
Why the fifties? The early 1950s marked
the nadir of tussock grassland condition; the
1950s were a decade of dramatic shifts in di-

rection and accomplishment; the 1950s saw
the case for an Institute such as this being
represented and argued, discussed and negotiated, leading to its establishment in 1960.

The low point in pastoral condition
I do not believe that many people now appreciate to what a low condition of natu re
and use the tussock grassland s and mounta in
lands had sunk by 1951 / 52. It was my good
fortune to be able to work in a survey of the
physical land conditions and the farm and
pastoral run use conditions in the Upper
Clutha at that time and , as an assiduous
graduate student, to peruse statistica l data,
reports a nd field evidence for the rest of the
South Island . I have used my old field notes
to remind myse lf of what conditions were
like. Examples, by no means extreme, are
cited:

An Upper C/utha block ofwinter country
at 400 metres altitude with total vegetative
cover (including scabweed) fess than 7 per
cenl by step-point analysis (in the manner
of Cockayne) and potential sheep feed (in cluding sheep sorrel) less 1han 1 per cent.
An Upper Clu1ha fall tussock hillside at
1000 metres with total vegetative cover (including snow-tussocks) at 15 per cent and
potential sheep feed (excluding snowtussock but includingfescue and blue lussocks) at 2 per cent.
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Wool production on particular runs of
2.5 kilograms per sheep, including both
fleece and oddments. Lambing on some
properties at less than 40 per cent lambs
tailed ofewes put to ram.

In truth primary productivity and pastoral
production were very low indeed. Moreover
low pastoral production was widespread. It
has been shown 27 that for high country runs
in the Upper Clutha the average lambing
percentage in 1950-52 was 64 and average
wool production 3.4 kilograms per sheep.
Less thorough records and analysis elsewhere in the South Island reveal a similar
picture. Furthermore, the records of stock
units on range calculated and analysed for
Vincent and Lake Counties25 and the records
of sheep numbers from Canterbury runs, 35
show that sheep numbers declined progressively to 1950-52. Warner36 in analysing the
effects of rabbit destruction, dated the upturn in pastoral production in Central Otago
from 1951- 52. So far as sheep numbers are
concerned, the recovery in Canterbury runs
was not evident until after 1965- 67 and then
only in the basin and foothill properties
rather than the gorge runs. 20 27 Nevertheless,
the records of recent changes in production 7 10 indicate that despite the small
change in sheep numbers on Canterbury
runs from 1952 up to 1965, some other
elements of pastoral production, notably
lambing percentage, sheep sales, wool per
sheep and cattle numbers, may have already
recovered somewhat by 1965/ 67 when Institute records were first compiled. Such an inference is consistent with the samples of the
Economic Service of the New Zealand Meat
and Wool Boards 15 and with recorded
runholders' experiences. What I suggest
therefore is that the low point in pastoral production demonstrated for Central Otago and
the Upper Clutha for the early I950s2s 21 36
was probably reached in other districts of the
high country at about the same time. I consider it instructive to examine the extent and
causes of this low production phase in high
country pastoral history.
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The extent of decline
T~e extent of decline in pastoral production from levels attained in the 19th century cannot readily be calculated. What can
be inferred from livestock numbers is the rem~rkable c~ange in assessed carrying capac1.!)'_ of ummproved range. In Hayward's
Waimakariri review,6 an appendix presents
records of an erratic decline in sheep numbers on six properties in the Waimakariri
from a supposed maximum of92,500 before
the 1895 snow to about 75,000 in the early
1900s and down to 40,000 in the late 1940s
and early 1950s. For Canterbury basin and
foothill runs it has been demonstrated 20 from
assembled data 35 that a decline from about
600,000 to about 430,000 occurred over the
period 1900 to 195 l. For Canterbury gorge
runs they show a fall from about 400,000 to
about 280,000 over the same period. These
declines from the early 1900s represent
about 46 per cent in the Waimakariri runs
and 30 per cent in Canterbury runs as a
whole. But these estimated declines are for
pastoral ~un J?roperties as wholes and ignore
the contnbut10n to stock feeding which may
have been made by the growing of crops or
p~stures. A recently published analysis of
Vmcent and Lake County statistics26 from
their inception about 1880 up to 1952 shows
for these counties together a decline in calculated stocking load on unimproved range from
some 300,000 about 1900 to less than 100,000
by 1952, a decline of some 70 per cent. Similar calculations are being made for Waitaki
county and for Canterbury counties such as
Tawera and Mackenzie, which have been
already the subject of comment in a Lincoln
College Canterbury Chamber of Commerce
Bulletin, 3 to allow for the contribution to
livestock feeding made by land improved for
such purposes. A picture of decline in calculated stocking load in unimproved range is
emerging somewhat similar to the Vincent
and Lake Counties scene.

These summary comparisons have hitherto dealt with declines from about 1900.
When were the maxima reached? Almost
certainly it was before the great snow of 1895
throughout the high country. Duff151 suggests

that on Morven Hills in the Lindis the maximum may have been reached in the mid
1870s. Our County statistics on which Vincent and Lake calculations are based are
complete only from about 1881. From that
date my calculation of stocking loads on unimproved range shows a 90 per cent decline
over the next 70 years, a fall to only one tenth
of what it was in 1880. I believe that this situation may be extreme. Only further research
for other areas will tell. What I should like
to emphasise here is that for Vincent and
Lake Counties, the decline in calculated
stocking load of unimproved range was evident well before 1895, and represented some
50 per cent in the 20 years up to 1900.

Causes
Factors associated with this kind of decline
may vary from district to district. Certainly
rabbits were a large factor but it is difficult
to attribute to them the responsibility for all
the dramatic early decline and for progressive decline in areas such as the Waimakariri
where rabbits were seldom a problem. Much
has been attributed to burning. Like Samuel
Butler, I suggest that burning was an essential part of pastoral culture as then understood. Any blame on burning should be
recognised as blame on the essence of exploitative pastoralism.

The questionable sustainability of exploitative pastoralism
I consider that there are very fundamental
uncertainties about the sustainability of
almost any form of exploitive pastoralism in
most of the South Island and North Island
high country, especially in high altitude
zones and in zones of low or erratic rainfall,
zones of low soil fertility and zones of high
potential for scrub growth. As I remarked in
1960, 17 there is not much else left in fhe high
country. Especially, I am doubtful about the
sustainability of sedentary exploitative pastoralism . I even doubt the sustainability of
those forms of exploitative pastoralism
which provide some seasonal transhumance,
but which involve regular use of the same

blocks of unimproved country each year in
the same season and by the same kind of
stock.
I speak of pastoralism as exploitative
when it seeks to make use of the unimproved
biological resource. I am not claiming that
scientific understanding of the tussock grasslands and mountain lands has progressively
and repeatedly made clear the destructiveness of such pastoralism and its lack of sustainability. Such claims have been made in
the past; I do not support them. What I claim
is that increasing scientific understanding of
the tussock grasslands and mountain lands
has progressively demonstrated the dangers
of repeated burning and grazing on such
communities as tall tussock grasslands, the
widespread limitations of soil fertility to
plant production and animal health and performance, and the vulnerability of vegetation to grazing in zones of low or erratic
rainfall. The cumulative effect of these discoveries when added to the observed condition of these lands is to question whether
they could be securely sustained in pastoral
use without improvement.
As I have indicated recently 25 in considering "the nature of pastoral impact", soil
erosion became the focal point for the politicisation of high country pastoral issues. It
is only one, although admittedly a grave one,
among the many criteria of sustainability of
land use. Soil erosion status and risk in the
high country in the 1950s were not greatly
different from those at present. They were
however, differently understood, perceived
and represented from what is the current
trend of opinion among the more thoroughly
trained scientists of today . What I should emphasise is that no amount of demonstration
of pre-European erosion regimes nor exoneration of pastoralism from responsibility for
current erosion regimes will do much to
exonerate pastoralism from responsibility
for vegetation changes. The doubt that surrounds the sustainability of exploitative pastoralism in South Island high country is
grounded in the legacy of exploitative pastoralism in its own stocking records and in
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the vegetation so dramatically altered as a
consequence of use.
What were those vegetation consequences
by the early 1950s?
A few summary notes should remind us :
(I) In Central Otago, what I have described21 as "progressive depletion of
the range resulting in low altitude and
high altitude deserts and a much modified grassland between".
(2) In Canterbury, Marlborough and
Southland, progressive conversion of
tall tussock grassland to a generally depleted short tussock grassland characterised by plants of poor feed quality
at low to mid altitudes or to much
modified and depleted tall tussock
communities at higher altitudes.
(3) In many parts of the high country especially in eastern Canterbury and
Marlborough, the induction by fire
and / or selective grazing of associations of unpalatable plants, including
tauhinu , matagouri , manuka and
kanuka, cotton plant, bracken.
(4) None of the above deteriorated conditions wa readily reversible, even by
removing for several years the grazing
influence associated with it.
(5) In many parts of New Zealand where
a sustainable pastoral system could be
induced by grazing without improvement, previous successful experience
was already leading to land improvement for new pastoral systems. On the
kinds of terrain where sustained pastoral use without pasture improvement
appeared possible, other uses involving pasture improvement often preempted the land. Where unimproved
pastoralism was continued it was seldom truly sustainable .

Perceptions among administrators, pastoral
leaders and legislators
Why should I concentrate so much attention on this issue of sustainability of pastoralism on unimproved range? I do so
because I believe the perceptions of the high
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country pastoralists and of the land administrators in the late 1940s and early 1950s were
focussed on such concepts of pastoral use of
unimproved grasslands as they had been in
19204 and before. The Land Act of 1948 and
the representations of the High Country
Committee 14 for improved service from government and from the scientific community,
including its representations for the establishment of such a body as the Tussock
Grasslands and Mountain Lands Institute,
all reveal this central concept of pastoral use
ofunimproved pasturage.
The Report of the Sheep Industry Royal
Commission 28 whose work preceded the
1948 Land Act seems somewhat more ambivalent. It clearly recognised the importance of rabbit control and generally
acknowledged the value of oversowing but
I believe it is true and valid to conclude that
so far as South Island high country was concerned, the Sheep Industry Commission report, as well as the Land Act and the
representations of runholders, viewed pasture improvement as accessory to the core
enterprise of pastoral use of unimproved but
managed grasslands.
Changing perceptions among scientists and
runholders
Sulphur deficiency was discovered in the
mid 1920s in Central Otago and forgotten.
As early as 1940, Saxby 29 in the Department
of Agriculture had reported successful clover
oversowing with superphosphate in tussock
grasslands in Otago. At the same time Lambert of Grasslands Division DSIR had used
superphosphate with legume introductions
in the Mackenzie Country32 while there is
.some evidence that some runholders had
spread by hand some fertiliser and legume
seed on range to improve their pasturage.20 30 Scientists such as Hercus, following Cockayne, Tennent, Calder and Lunn in
Otago, Sewell in Canterbury following
MacPherson, Moore and Simpson in Marlborough, continued work into the early
1950s generally without fertiliser. Scientists
as well as runholders and advisers tended to
the view that fertiliser would not be econ-

omic. 30 The m1ss10n they believed they
shared was to repair damaged vegetations so
that they could function again as a range resource for extensively managed sheep. 11
This perception remained dominant in the
early fifties.
Scientific rebels like Lobb with molybdenum 12 and sulphur 13 in the high country
margins of coastal and North Otago, Blackmore and Sievwright with clover overdrilling techniques in the Mackenzie Basin,2
and Walker with sulphur and phosphorus in
Canterbury gorges, 34 expressed practical belief in the potential economics of pasture development in the high country. Likewise it
was farming innovators like R. K. Ireland at
Ribbonwood 8 and Les Struthers at Hawea
Flat who used the new device of aerial
topdressing on tussock high country on a
practical scale. Such people represented a
new perception, an attitude and a vision
which looked ahead and took options which
others had previously seen as closed. This
change in perception was as important as the
change in understanding that saw nutrients
rather than moisture limiting clover establishment and growth in the high country. The
changes that followed on the grasslands
themselves, were as much a consequence of
new perceptions of opportunity as they were
of new scientific findings or of new techniques.

tain recreation was either allied with the
Tourist Industry 39 or else was seen as the
province of somewhat elitist local fellowships33 - mountaineers who nourished in
club nights their appetites for the arduous
journeys that were generally required before
mountaineering could even begin. Christchurch, Timaru, Oamaru, Dunedin, Invercargill and even Wellington had such
fellowships. Tramping clubs generally were
more vigorous among those urban communities even more remote from the high
mountains. Lower, more neighbourly mountains such as the Tararuas. Rimutakas and
even the Kaimais and Waitakeres had most
call on such tramping clubs. For mountaineers in particular there was an easy somewhat symbiotic relationship with high
country runholders, especially in the gorge
runs. Shooting was largely done for bounty
or wages by government cullers and recreational trophy shooting was generally a
minor feature , largely I suppose because of
poor trophy quality in overstocked herds.
Fishing in the mountains was a high quality
experience, limited by poor road access.
High country fishing was considered a somewhat special pursuit even among those with
licences. Canoeing, hang-gliding, crosscountry skiing were unheard of, and fourwheel driving or cross-country motorcycling was mechanically unavailable.

A TIME OF ACCELERATING CHANGE

A change in ideas , gradual at first and, perhaps significantly, often localised in the universities, led to what has been since
recognised as the "Back Country Boom". For
the first time, New Zealand mountain wildernesses came to be looked upon by a large
body of people as something other than a
zone for clearing and settlement. Whereas
organisations like the Forest and Bird
Society had been principally concerned with
enclaves of native forest in the midst of
lowland settlement, larger groups of people
concerned with the conservation of naturalness in tussock, riverbed and mountain forest
as well as with its enjoyment in various kinds
of recreation were now emerging. The foresight of a handful ofland administrators was

I think that it is dangerous to trace the history of change in the high country during the
1950s, 1960s, and 1970s simply in terms of
documented findings, statistics and policies.
It is much more significant to recognise
changes in ideas.

Changing ideas in recreation
Let me illustrate this in some way for the
example of recreation . Some eighty years
ago the first skiing in New Zealand was done
on blades from a binder in the Mackenzie.
For several decades it was confined to
Ruapehu, Egmont, Ball Hut and N.Z.R.
posters. Even as late as the early 1950s moun-
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rewarded in a consolidated National Park
system that achieved in the the early 1950s
nearly ten per cent of the area of the country.
Public awareness dramatically increased.
Easier public and private transport and
roads, improved for public works and tourism, facilitated the back country recreation
boom but the social growth of the idea seems
to have been much more important in the
subsequent recreation pattern. So also was
the growth of commercial ideas among the
public for such enterprises as tourist accommodation and transport, venison hunting
and deer capture for farming, aerial and
freight services for the back country for more
than a load of wool or delivery of mail to a
cluster of boxes at the start of a dusty gorge
road.
Changes in ideas about high country farming
Changes in ideas affected the high country
and hill country farmers also. One of the
most important was the changes in ideas and
perceptions of responsibility about rabbits.
This was a change in perception of boundary.
From being an individual landholder's business - generally a severe cost but with some
compensations - rabbits became regarded
as the responsibility of a viable cohesive
community. Far too little attention has been
given to the significance ofrabbit destruction
in building community in the hill and high
country.23 Far too little attention is now
being given to the importance of the cohesive
but viable community in achieving a large
measure of control over the rabbit. Bart
Baker eventually won credit for the creation
of community responsibility for rabbit destruction. Sadly Jack Scurr has now died with
his fight against amalgamation unwon.
It was no accident that community rabbit
control used familiar methods in coherent
organised fashion. Rabbit destruction might
well have failed to win the confidence of
community ifit had been using new-fangled
techniques like Myxomatosis inoculation.
Likewise it was community responsibility
that achieved the introduction of "1080".
Were the responsibility centered on the indi-
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vidual or on the State it might have been delayed IO or 20 years. The essence of success
in rabbit control was a change in perception
of boundary in the individual runholder and
a new perception of the boundary of community responsibility.
Rabbit destruction made range improvement possible. Aerial services and new overdrilling technology made it feasible.
Research ·and extension made it practical.
Improved financial returns from wool and
store stock and taxation liability made it apparently imperative for many and economically attractive for most. These rather
dramatic changes in the trend of events
pivoted on the change in ideas that made for
effective rabbit control. They all took place
in the 1950s.
This range restoration phase has been
summed up 27 as follows:

"For nearly a century the high country
runholder had been served roughly by
nature, poorly by public administration,
harshly by commerce and scantily by science. The agronomic lessons which
Cockayne (1922) had derived from his
magnificent range reseeding research in
Central Otago were scarcely practicable in
the persisting conditions ofinsecure tenure,
unstable prices, insufficient fencing and uncontrolled rabbits.
Within a decade of the passing of the
1948 Land Act, everything changed for the
better. Secure tenures with fair rents, rights.
of lease renewal or rights to compensation
for improvements on disposal, responsibility for good husbandry and limitations
on livestock numbers augured well for justice to both man and land. The 1951 wool
boom made income available for investment. Co-ordinated war on the rabbit made
investment in range improvement feasible.
Research showed that legumes could be established by sod-seeding orfrom aerial sowing with correction of sulphur, phosphorus
and molybdenum deficiencies. Water and
soil conservation run plans gave incentives
for putting this research into practice."

I have referred to this phase as range improvement or the restoration of range resources. At the Glendhu field day some six
years ago, I emphasised this character of repair or restoration when I showed the tonnage of fertiliser used per thousand stock
units was highly variable even within district
groups of runs. For most places fertiliser had
been used to grow herbage which had gone
to the building of organic matter rather than
the feeding of sheep. At the Bendigo field
day some nine years ago I had shown correlations between fertiliser use and some
parameters of animal production which
suggested that fertiliser use was as much or
more a consequence of higher profits from
rabbit destruction as it was the agent or cause
of the increase in livestock production.
Twenty years ago in 1960 at the Lincoln
Farmers' Conference, 17 I described the situation of many properties as it was then
emerging. Characteristics were "topdressing and clover sowing on a fraction , perhaps up to one fifth , of the improvable
country ; little or no increase in subdivisional
fencing; little or no use of insecticides for
control of grass grub and porina caterpillar;
insufficient application of sulphur (or phosphorus) for maintenance of improved
clovery pastures, especially in lower wool
price years ; inefficient use of such pasture
for either soil building or flock building; increased wool yields per sheep; reduced use of
high altitude country in summer; and a
strange feeling of mixed-up well-being and
uncertainty in the mind of the runholder". 17
D. McLeod ofGrasmere Station had recognised that my advocacy of pasture improvement and development was for
something more than this. At a field day in
the Waimakariri basin, he lamented that I
wanted to make run holders into farmers . Resistance to that change from run holding pastoralism into pastoral farming was real and
widespread and often rather deep. Why was
I so anxious to have that change come about?
Let me resume from my 1960 Lincoln
College Farmers' Conference paper:
"Such a system could be an erratic but
lasting pattern of land use but not a very

profitable one for it represents the danger
of new wine in old hides. The cost structure is high, the established cost of the
original enterprise plus the costs of the improvements. Moreover, there is risk ofreal
loss if insect damage or failure to maintain
fertility levels leads to depletion or reversion to poorly-fed browntop". 17
Indecision about further change
Such an improved range system remained
the general goal of the runholders of the
1960s. It is only slowly and unevenly giving
way to what I presented in 1960 as the third
course:
"Its characteristics are thorough
topdressing and legume sowing of all improvable country at a rate little faster than
the speed of erection of new fences ; little
or no use of high altitude land ; full utilisation of herbage in early summer by hoggets and by ewes with lambs to build soil
fertility by organic return and animal size
by adequate nutrition; careful use of
autumn and spring feed for maximum
advatange in flushing and lambing; development of fat surplus stock ; increase
in ewe numbers as breeding permits even
at the price of lower production of wool
persheep." 17
..,
At that time I estimated the total carrying
capacity for developed tussock grasslands at
9.5 million sheep equivalent on 5.3 million
acres. It has been some consolation for me
to see that the estimates of potential pasture
yield on different classes of country which
I made then have been in recent years exceeded sometimes in practice and accepted
as realistic and conservative enough by
Joyce 9 and others. The 5.3 million acres were
of course only about half the total tussock
grasslands and mountain lands, most of
them occupied in hill and high country properties. As I said at the time :
"During this high level production
farming it will probably become necessary to fence in these improved pastures
as well as to subdivide them . If the high
altitude or steep snowgrass country find s
itself on the other side of the production
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fence then at least its rate of deterioration
will not be accelerating while we in our
research discover how to manage such
Protection Land. If we discover that in
some areas, as perhaps in the schist mountains ofOtago, there is a possible safe productive use of the high altitude land, our
production boundary fence could become
a subdivision fence once more and its repair an expense deductible for income tax
purposes."! 7
I do not cite this statement of nearly 21
years ago to demonstrate how right I was in
prophecy. Indeed there are many changes in
understanding which would now cause me
to refine and modify that forecast. What I
should like to emphasise, however, is that the
changes that have begun in land use are
along the lines there indicated. The progress
records of actual pasture utilisation in the
Upper Waitaki runs as shown in Table 126
reveal many examples where my 1960 estimates of potential carrying capacity have
already been exceeded on a paddock scale
under ordinary pastoral farming.
There is not time or justification to consider here the whole phenomenon ofland retirement and so-called retirement fences.
What I emphasise is not the name of the
fence but the meaning of the fence in the
mind and on the ground. Public money has
been spent on fencing that was to "fence out"
animals in the minds of the conservation
authorities but to "fence in" animals in the
minds of the pastoral farmers. In some cases
"fencing in" has been simply an aid to animal recovery, reducing mustering costs. In
other cases as Whitby 38 recognised, it has
been seen as an anchor chain for subdivision
fencing. In a very few cases it has been inten·ded as an effective instrument for pasture
utilisation. What is more important is that
subdivision fencing is now increasingly becoming an instrument of pasture development. The gate is the essential tool of pasture
utilisation.
The influence of changing concepts on patterns ofland use
Pasture utilisation concepts and practice
will have influence on both off-site and on54

site conditions of land use. The soil conservation movement has used "on site" and "off
site" as concepts relative to soil erosion problem areas and their treatment. I propose that
they be used relative to the central business
of pasture development. Where utilisation
standards for improved pastures are low, unimproved highlands may still seem necessary
for regular seasonal use for at least some
flock components such as dry sheep. Where
utilisation standards for improved pastures
are moderate, unimproved highlands and
steeplands may remain irrelevant to the pastoral enterprise. Where pasture utilisation
standards are high for the improved pastures, seasonal variation in herbage availability arising from rainfall variations may
again demand periodic use of off-site semiimproved or even unimproved highlands or
steeplands. Such land use changes are
already occurring. They will become more
complex and more important. What I emphasise is that changes in land conditions
and land use conditions are closely caught
up in changes in understanding and perceptions. I have already pointed out elsewhere
that effective retirement ofland from regular
grazing use may have been as much accomp- ·
lished in the interest of farm economics as
it was ever justified for reasons of water regulation or soil conservation.22 It distresses me
that so ·m uch deb-ate and drafting of guidelines and policy concerning grazing use can
go on in distant offices with such apparently
minor attention to the fundamentals of grazing management and of grazing animal behaviour. Our surveys of pastoral utilisation
and our studies of grazing behaviour should
co~~ribute a basis for more realistic policy.
The changes in on-site conditiOns that
· have begun are no less dramatic. Most conspicuous is the influence of pasture utilisation on the incidence of woody plants and
weeds, but also on tussocks. Less conspicuous but just as important are changes in fertility distribution arising from animal
behaviour on topdressed grasslands. I have
elsewhere referred to the woody plants and
weed situation. 24 In the absence of intensive
grazing management, it is a steadily worsen-

ing situation from a pastoral viewpoint.
What I want to emphasise here is the close
involvement of these issues with pasture utilisation and again the importance of changes
in perception. There is also the significance
of alternative viewpoints. How can I look at
woody plants as pastoral weeds and not at
the same time see other values of trees and
shrubs? How can I look at the transformation
of a tussock grassland to a clovery short-grass
sward and not at the same time recognise the
urgency of preserving representative areas of
less modified tussock grasslands? If the
nation can pay to preserve native forests why
can't it preserve native tussock grasslands?
The perception of possibilities for diversity

The reluctance of some members of the
land administering bureaucracy, the pastoral industry, the scientific community and
the general public to countenance the reintroduction of forest trees into the tussock
grasslands and mountain lands is at the same
time comprehensible, saddening and stimulating. Reluctance to part wi:th the familiar
is always comprehensible. It is also saddening to realise that the significance of the forest origins of most of our montane and
subalpine grasslands is lost on so many. It
is stimulating to recognise that widespread
public acceptance of afforestation in the high
country will be dependent on planning it and
doing it very well indeed. The lessons are obvious. Revegetation success with conifers
implies a potential to spread. Grazing pressure becomes essential to control such spread.
Grazing pressures of the degree required are
not likely to be sustainable on unimproved
range. The success of woody revegetation
cultures forces land users to chose between
torests and improved pastures. How that
choice is made in situations where it is imperative and how that choice is averted elsewhere in the interests of the conservation of
New Zealand nature are the principal landscape planning issues of the tussock grasslands and mountain lands for the next
twenty years. The time is overdue for facing
them not as problems but as opportunities
for planning variety and diversity.

It is not necessary for me to recount the
statistical changes in pastoral production from
the high country sector. Soon I trust we
s~all be able to begin to trace the gross
changes in the hill country sector. What however I should like to note in passing is that
while some progress has been made to the
9.5 million sheep equivalent target that I set
in 1960, the rate of progress gives no ground
for complacency. Moreover, I should like to
note that increased understanding and re- ·
search attainments over the last twenty years
have greatly altered the potential carrying
capacities as also have the prospects of irrigation. Such increases in potential are not
equally distributed over all soils. Nor are
they confined to pastures. Farm crops and
tree crops have even more dramatic potentials for the future. When I recorded 17
tonnes of herbage dry matter per hectare
from what were derided as ."lavator(; paddocks" near Pukaki fifteen years ago 8 even
my fellow scientists snickered in disbelief.
When Nordmeyer 16 demonstrated similar
rates of annual increments in Pinus contorta
in the Craigieburn Range the professional
foresters of the lowlands were equally incredulous. When Patterson (pers. comm)
recorded 17 tonnes from oversown clover on
an Ahuriri hillside and Scott 32 recorded 19
tonnes from irrigated microplots at Haldon,
resistance to new facts started to weaken.
When Benecke' demonstrated for world acknowledgement in plant physiology the productive significance oflow respiration in cool
night temperatures, new understanding
gradually penetrates the pragmatic obscurantism that possesses this country of ours,
the prejudice that insists that the uplands
must be always and in all respects inferior
to the lowlands.

Changes in reseach alignment and influence
A change which 1· should like to remark

on is a trend to much closer integration of
natural process and production process research. Ecological understanding unifies
them. Any mischievous attempt to counteract this integration by those responsible for
research financing, administration or direc55

tion will run the risk of presiding over failure
or irrelevance.
There are too many facets of productive
potential in even current mountain land research to be fairly and adequately treated
here. The challenges continue of selecting
plants and animals with climatic adaptation ,
of designing nutrient adjustment for
variable-charge soils, of planning land use
to fit landscape variety, of combining enterprises to serve and at the same time to emancipate a dependent national economy. No
matter what uses are chosen and planned or
tested and rejected, we all share the responsibility to respect the marvel and beauty ofour
own mysteriously evolved Nature. Those of _
us who have had the chance to delve a little
into the mysteries of adaptation to our island
mountain homeland of tall tussock or
southern beech, grasshopperorskink, mountain stream or ice lens, cicada or soil bacterium, have each benefited by some special
stimulus to our use-oriented research. There
is some holistic unity about a mountain en- .
vironment for research that cannot be ignored or forgotten by any person who has
experienced it. The now hundreds of theses
that have been spawned in the minds of
young men and women working in such
places as Cass, Torlesse, Pisa, the Old Man ,
Flagstaff, Paddle Creek, Craigieburn,
Harper-Avoca, Rock and Pillar, Ribbonwood , Mesopotamia, Tara Hills, Tararuas,
Tongariro and Black Birch have had a multiplying effect in the whole fabric of New Zealand life. Far more have won their spurs in
these environments that can ever spend
their lifetime here in research campaigns.
The more significantly for the future therefore must we select and keep as reference
areas for nature and culture, the Biosphere
Reserves in forest and grassland that will
allow us to monitor and assess the sustainability of our own mountain cultures.
Changes in social awareness
There are other changes too that warrant
comment, especially changes in awareness
affecting resource .a dministration. A. P.
Thomson 34 outlined these changes as they
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influenced recreation. With the help of
senior staff of the New Zealand Forest Service and the Department of Lands and Survey, I have been putting together the story
of the even more accelerating changes in resource perception and resource administration over our most recent years as they
concern mountain recreation. I cannot stress
sufficiently the significance of such changes
in social values and in the awareness of them .·
Recreation and education in the mountains
are giving New Zealanders and our visitors
a new frame of reference as I have suggested
from James K. Baxter's poetry just as it was
the poetry of Bracken and later Mulgan,
Brasch, Curnow and Fairburn that gave New
Zealanders new frames of reference about
social justice, colonialism and the economics
of islands as New Zealand . Let us never
underestimate the deep mark of the poet on
the human soul that hears or reads him.
When I gave my first public lecture as Professor of Range Management I used these
quoted lines in speaking on high country in
the seventies. I used them again in my review
of New Zealand mountain experience and
I use them again now :
The mountains crouch like tigers - or await
As women wail. The mountains have no age.
But 0 the heart leaps to behold them loom:
A sense as of vast fate rings in the blood; no refuge
No refuge is there from the flame that reaches
A mongfamiliar things and makes them seem
Trivial, vain.

What I should remind you is that this consciousness of the motherness of mountains
was kindled in the belly fire of Baxter, then
an eighteen year old, not by the majesty of
Cook or Sefton or Aspiring but by the hills
behind Naseby, pastoral hills. 3 7
People seek recreation in the mountains
and the mountains are recreating them,
silently and patiently as mothers do. Children are learning in the mountains and the
mountains are teaching them , gently and
firmly as mothers do. The pastoralist is no
longer as McLeod described it "alone in a
mountain world". People are playing in the
mountains and the mountains are changing
us. The knowledge explosion about moun-

tains and especially about biology in mountain lands in New Zealand that we can expect
in the next decade will blast away more than
the myths which past scientists, land administrators and managers have created. New
Zealand seems to me to be orienting itself
not to the mountains as a wilderness of
nature to be escaped to but rather to something more creative than refugial. New Zealand seems to me to be headed to a new
beginning of a mountain-conscious culture
-- an end to the flat earth society of which
we have been a peculiarly surviving branch.
That culture seems to have a spirit of venture
but it also has some methodic doubt. It is as
concerned about people as it is about birds
and bees. It springs more from Baxter's lines
in the Matukituki Valley than it does from
Wordsworth's Lake Country. It is more romantically curative than it is incurably romantic. It concerns itself more with questions
of what new kinds of development of human
life are sustainable in these islands than it
accepts without question package deals of
coastal smelters and petrol plants. It reminds
me more of Tripp and Acland poking sheep
up into the hills for their first tentative winter
than it does of the burgher settlers of early
Christchurch dealing in land and chattels
and scarcely venturing a few miles to sink
a plough into the tussock. It is a dangerous
misnomer to label the new social product of
mountain exposure merely an environmental movement.
Changes in public administration
One of the dramatic changes in public administration has been in its volume and complexity. An advanced stage has been reached
in the compilation of a register of personnel
involved in public administration - a frightening task it has turned out to be. Many such
agents see themselves as agents of change in
one form or another. Despite this fact of intention we should also recall that the effect
of such interacting agencies is often to reinforce the status quo. Yet I do not expect
them to withstand the tide of a new public
consciousness, any more than I would expect
the National Parks Act to withstand an oil

strike or a discovery of a mother lode of
yellow cake. Land values - land value exciusive of improvements - will increase in a
desperate effort to overtake public and private
value awareness. As the gap between understanding of potential technology and actual
technology employed by occupiers widens I
expect that tenures such as pastoral leases and
protection forests will become increasingly
fragile. I expect an erosion of such tenures
comparable with the clearance of North Island
forests or the coI1tract1on under our hrst-Liberal Goverment of Canterbury Plains pastoralism in the 1880s. It may be much more
accelerated - like overnight. In such circumstances I expect the ecological laws of succession and competition and predation to
dominate over idealistic pieties about "to
each according to his needs, from each according to his abilities and with justice for
all." I expect altruism to be about as conspicuous in such a scene as it is when the
doors open for A.J . White's or any big department store's annual sale. I expect that
things will settle down with some corrective
nudges as they did some ninety years ago on
the plains and I think we shall all be better
off.
I am not encouraging a return to the law
of the jungle nor am I condoning it. I am
simply forecasting that if change in perception is as swift as I believe it well may be,
the market consequences may be so dramatic
that our existing land laws will be unable to
cope with change with justice or equity. More
that ten years ago 19 in my first address as
Director of this Institute I indicated that I
no more expected to solve the problems of
1984 with a 1948 Land Act than I expected
to be able to fly to the Chatham Islands in
a horse and buggy. What I now see as the
problem for lawmakers and administrators
is foreseeing changes sufficiently well to
legislate well for managing change that
seems to me inevitable, but somewhat less
predictable whence and when it comes. In
such circumstances we can suffer gravely
from too much law, or rather from excessive
particularities of law rather than principles
of law. With particularities, issues are more
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frequently adjudicated by bureaucrats. With
principles, we might have more frequent recourse to judges. I see little present prospect
ofa renaissance oflegal principle in land administration in New Zealand. Accordingly I
expect that we may be more dependent on
the curative processes of justice than we can
be reliant on the preventive processes of contemporary wisdom. Excessive diligence in
attempted prevention of injustice might well
delay and divert the forces of change, in part
serve to maintain the status quo and make
more traumatic the eventual effects of massive change postponed.
I live on a hill overlooking the sea, where
I can watch the waves. I want to be ready
for the big one for I recognise that I have had
some part in its cause. I would like this Institute to be ready for that big one too, for I
believe that its conception and mandate
make for it to be more a surf-rider than a
sea-wall.
Regrets and thanks
I leave the directorship with considerable
regrets but with some outstanding gratifications. St Paul once queried : Oh death, ·
where is thy sting? A later scholar answered
his rhetoric: To die, life's purpose unfulfilled.
In my first address as Director of this Institute I enunciated my purpose. It was printed
in Reviewl9 19 ten years ago.
"The Institute will aim to be of service
to all men and women who live and work
and enjoy themselves in the tussock grasslands and mountainlands, so long as their
presence and activities are consistent with
the restoration and maintenance of the
mountain resources in good condition.
We have this aim, in the confident attitude that of all agricultural and pastoral
sectors of New Zealand the high country
is at the present time the best fitted for
rapid and profitable diversification and
development."
This aim is yet so far from fulfilment that
there is no escape from regret. The aim has
been one of service to all men and women
who live and work and play. The service is
partial in extent and too often catering for
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what some think such people want and seldom for what such people need. The service
remains perhaps too strongly oriented to the
present as a continuation of the past rather
than to provision for the more v_aried ~nd numerous people of the future in the tussock
grasslands and mountain lands.
When my own impatience grows it is time
to deal more with the impatient youth themselves. My gratifications are many, the.
chance to attempt to do justice to my chair,
to examine more profoundly the hypothesis
that I have advanced with Chris Kerr to the
First International Rangeland Congress:
"Perhaps it is in the nature of range pastoralism either to degrade its own resource
base to a low carrying capacity or to minister
to its own metamorphosis." 28
My gratification in nearly twelve years
with the Institute have been most of all in
comradeship. I have had a service and loyalty in staff of which few could dream and
which was far beyond my deserts. To
Graham Dunbar and each and every professional officer, past and present, I am
grateful for that loyalty and dedication
which I have so richly enjoyed. To Errol Costello and each and every technical and clerical assistant to the Institute, I am grateful for
the service and co-operation which has been
so generously given to myself and other staff,
to visitors at the Institute and students who
worked in its programmes. To the past and
present members of the Management Committee and members of Lincoln College administration I am grateful for the quite
extraordinary patience with which they have
attempted to grapple with the vision which
I have held and the prose with which I have
at length tried to express it. To the countless
members of the farming and other working
public, of the so numerous agencies, local
and national, with whom I have worked I am
grateful for their generosity with information and understanding of our interpretation and for the oh so many occasions when
they have responded to stimulus of one of
our ideas.
The Institute's life is as a community of
ideas. For this reason I a~ deeply glad at

having been able to live and work there these
last twelve years. For this reason I am deeply
gratified that I shall be able to continue such
work in ideas as a Fellow, where I shall have
even better opportunity to test them against
fact.
In reviewing these changes that ·have
· taken place in the tussock grasslands and
mountainlands since I first started working
in the field in the early 1950s, I have found
myself fascinated by the erratic pace of
changes in attitudes and perceptions. It isn't
a story of gradual but unrelenting acceleration in any particular set of ideas and the
hold that they have taken on people concerned with the high country. It is a story of
varying pace as many causes or factions have
competed with ideas for the minds of society
and the support of the public purse.
The image is not so much one of a horse
race as of a race with pooh-sticks, floated
down the river of modern history. They bob
up and down, shoot down through rapids,
catch on obstructions, swirl around in eddies,
sometim~s languish idly in backwaters.
The first and only time I ever played poohsticks seriously was on a lively sparkling
stream above one of those beautiful Yorkshire dales. Rules were clear. You could encourage your own stick with a well-aimed
splash from a stone but you were not allowed
to bomb an opponent's pooh-stick, except of
course by accident!
Similar rules have seemed to apply in New
Zealand tussock grasslands and mountainlands game. The stakes, however, have
been much more serious - the future of high
country land and water use. The contestants
have been many and various - extensive
pastoralism, soil conservation, water production, nature conservation, the wilderness
movement, recreation in many forms, forestry, farm development, hydro-electricity,
tourism, and mining.
The race is still on, the overall pace governed by the stream of knowledge itself.
Causes such as extensive pastoralism or traditional use have maintained their influence
with the assistance of rabbit control and low
rentals, but now seem snagged in the toils

of higher costs and increased land values.
The cause of soil conservation has made conspicuous progress for a number of years,
stimulated by central government assistance
as subsidies or grants and guided by planning services of catchment authorities. This
particular cause, like exploitative pastoralism, is now eddying about in uncertain
fashion while the main stream of knowledge
gives more vigour to forestry and farm development.
These last two causes have shown very erratic progress. Both have been hindered by
conditions of tenure and by uncertainty as
to their buoyancy. Neither has had much direct assistance , neither of them having been
promoted by the controlling landlord. Farm
development has been helped along with assistance intended for soil conservation, but
its progress has been erratic at best. Forestry
has been far from obvious. When it has come
to the surface it has been found to have made
considerable progress without ever appearing to have subtantial public support. Indeed
it has often met vociferous opposition from
extensive pastoralist and nature conservation interests.
Recreation and tourism have had a great
volume of attention. Traditional recreation
has generally increased its pace but some uncertainty now shows, because of energy costs
and depletion of resources such as fisheries
and deer herds. New forms of recreation including canoeing and trail-biking, are running into obstacles of different kinds, loss of
wild water on the one hand, concern about
preservation of naturalness on the other.
Tourism remains buoyant and conspicuous,
visibly promoted but in some danger of the
snags of inflation both internal and external.
Nature conservation began in a very large
way, making good progress as National
Parks, but it seems to have lost some of its
negotiability in its grandiose form. Breaking
it up into shrewdly designed reserves of various kinds ensures the prospect of its progress
in the more competitive waters of the open
country. Outdoor education has emerged as
a factor in its own right, though often
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nourished along with the promotion of reserves.
Hydro-electricity, to return to my earlier
image, has perhaps masqueraded as a poohstick in the New Zealand mountain land
stakes; given any serious encouragement ~t
all, it turns into a dam that makes the game
impossible for most other contestants.
Pooh-sticks! So much for the past! This
game of multiple use will be played on a
much more vigorous stream of knowledge in
the future . I intend as Professor of Range
Management to develop several of my main
lines of interests principally through teaching and work with students but also as a Fellow of the Institute I have directed these last
nearly twelve years:

Edaphic ecology, especially the phosphorus efficiency of native and introduced plants.
_
Pastoral science, especially grazing behaviour and grazing management.
Nature conservation, especially selection
and monitoring of natural and cultural re1serves.
_
Land history, especially the ecological
and economic successions of pastoral
settlement.
Land evaluation, especially the development of methodologies for planning for
diversity .
Man and Biosphere, Waitaki, a way of
putting it altogether in a regional planning perspective.
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TABLE I: PASTORAL PRODUCTIVITY INDICES IN CLIMATIC SECTORS OF THE UPPER WAITAKI,
GIVEN IN TONNES OF DRY MATTER AND IN STOCK-UNIT-MONTHS

Climatic sector

Semi-arid
dry sub-humid
Lower Montane
Zone

Pre-pastoral vegetation• Present condition
Oversown and topdressed
vegetation
vegetation (improved)
(unimproved)
Estimated annual
Estimated
Acutal
Estimated
Acutal
stocking
above-ground net
grazeable
grazeable
stocking
production of natural
herbage
loads'
herbage
loads'
produchonb
product10nb
condition ve~etation
(t OM/ a)
(t OM/ ha) (stock-unit (t OM/ ha) (stock-unit
months/ ha)
months/ ha)
2- 3

1- 23

0.5- 1

2--4

x =6.6

Moist sub-humid
Montane Zone

4-6

1- 3

Humid
Montane Zone

4-6

0.5-3

Humid
Subalpine Zone

3--4

X =45

Grazeable
herbage
production

Stocki.ng
capacity

(t OM/ ha)

(stock-unit
months/ ha)

4-8

120 (dryland)

15- 20

420 (irrigated)

-0.3- 12
X= 5.9

4-8

20-79
x =46

6-16
12-20

240 (drylapd)
380 (irrigated)

0.2- 18
=4.U.

4-8

18-72
X =4U

6-14

190

0.1-10
x =2.1

3- 5

6--40
x =20

4-8

80

X

0.5- 1

15- 114

Estimated developed
pasture potentionaJd

Notes:
a. Estimates are based on detailed measurements at very few sites, supported by several measurements of extant "sta_nding cr9p" in all sectors.
b. Estimates are based on 2 to 4 harvests per year of herbage currently protected from livestock. Range is due to weather and soil variation.
c. Values are calculated from farmers' own records of stocking for 90 blocks unimproved and 56 blocks improved land . Actual range and
ll!_e'!ns_are shown from survey (K. F. O'Connor and E. J. Costello, unpublished).
.
_
.
d. Estimates are based on experimentai scale measurements of herbage production with stocking calculated at 1.4 to 2 stock um ts per annum
per tonne OM herbage. (All stock-unit-months are the equivalent of one mature sheep grazing for one month.) .
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